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"This is a day of celebration. We celebrate your
achievements as a student. We celebrate your determination to
complete what you set out to do. We celebrate your success in
joining the ranks of our alumni.
This is a day of endings. For most, it may be the end of
your college career, and your days at UConn. For all, it is the
start of something new.
This is a day of beginnings. It is the beginning of a new
stage in your education. It is the beginning of your career. It is
the beginning of your new responsibilities in our society.
On this day, with its celebrations, its endings, and its
beginnings, I wish you the best for the future, and I hope that
your years with the University of Connecticut will be a
memory treasured forever. »
—Hany J. Hartley
President
The University of Connecticut
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Undergraduate Schools and Colleges
Gampel Pavilion, Storrs
Saturday, May 20, 1995 — 10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M.
PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL: UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE, PROFESSOR JEFFREY RENSHAW
SINGING OF THE National Anthem: PROFESSOR VIRGINIA T. PYLE
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GRADUATING CLASS: ANTHONY POSTERARO III
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT TEACHING FELLOWS: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President
LEWIS B. ROME, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
BETTY ALLEN
Educator, Opera singer, Concert singer
President Emeritus, Harlem School of the Arts
DOCTOR OF F INE ARTS
MICHAEL BOLTON
Singer, Songwriter, Philanthropist
DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: MICHAEL BOLTON
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: The Deans
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President





Sunday, May 21, 1995 — 3:00 P.M.
PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL: UNIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE, PROFESSOR JEFFREY RENSHAW
SINGING OF THE National Anthem: PROFESSOR VIRGINIA T. PYLE
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President





Stage and Screen Actress
DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS
THOMAS M. SUTHERLAND
Educator and Agricultural Scientist
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: THOMAS M. SUTHERLAND
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: CHARLES W. CASE
Dean, School of Education
THOMAS G. GIOLAS
Dean, Graduate School
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The School of Law
55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Sunday, May 21, 1995 — 10:30 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF THE National Anthem: PROFESSOR VIRGINIA T. PYLE
Department of Music, Storrs
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION: PETER L. HALVORSON
University Marshal
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President
LEWIS B. ROME, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
THE HONORABLE A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM, JR.
Chief Judge Emeritus of the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
DOCTOR OF LAWS
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: THE HONORABLE A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM, JR.
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: HUGH C. MACGILL
Dean, School of Law
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President
STUDENT ADDRESS: JOSHUA EVAN GREENBERG
TOAST: DAVID L. GITLIN
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The School of Dental Medicine and The School of Medicine
The Health Center, Farmington
Thursday, May 25, 1995 — 5:30 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF THE National Anthem: ANITA JOSHI, 1995 Graduate
WELCOMING REMARKS: LESLIE S. CUTLER
Vice President and Provost for Health Affairs
and Executive Director of the Health Center
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: PERRI E. KLAss
Pediatrician, Dorchester House Health Center
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: JAMES E. KENNEDY, Dean, School of Dental Medicine
WARD E. BULLOCK, Dean, School of Medicine
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: HARRY J. HARTLEY, President
LEWIS B. ROME, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS: THOMAS G. GIOLAS, Dean, Graduate School
REMARKS: JENNIFER C. SMITH,
 Chairwoman
Health Affairs Committee, Board of Trustees
REMARKS: JUDITH L. ABOSAMRA, Graduate, School of Dental Medicine
MICHAEL J. LEVINE, Graduate, School of Medicine
ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH: PETER J. DECKERS
Executive Vice President for Clinical Affairs
RECESSIONAL
COMMENCEMENT NOTES
COMMENCEMENT DAY at The University of Connecticut is a time of ceremony and pageantry,
portions of which represent traditions dating back to medieval times. These notes on the history of the
University and the commencement ceremony are offered in the hope that they will be of interest to
spectators.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs Agricultural School in 1881
when the General Assembly accepted a gift of money and land from Charles and Augustus Storrs, natives
of Mansfield. In 1893 when it became a land-grant college and officially opened to women, the name
was changed to Storrs Agricultural College. As the mission of the institution changed, its name was
changed in 1899 to Connecticut Agricultural College. In 1933 it became the Connecticut State College.
It grew slowly becoming a small but vigorous college with limited undergraduate offerings in agricul-
ture, home economics and mechanical arts. With the development of a university program it became
The University of Connecticut in 1939. The first regional campuses were established in 1946 to deal with
the influx of veteran students. Today, the University is made up of sixteen different schools and col-
leges. Through the various agencies of five Divisions and seven Institutes, including forty-nine Special
Facilities, Programs, and Centers, the University is privileged to serve many State citizens. The Graduate
program began in 1935, and in 1949 the University awarded its first doctoral degrees.
Enormous expansion has taken place over the years together with increased enrollment. Today, the
University has an enrollment of over 23,580 students. At Storrs there are over 11,385 undergraduates
and more than 4,500 graduate students, representing some eighty-five nations.
This year, the University will award over 4,747 degrees. Of these approximately 2,926 will be
Bachelor's degrees, 1,150 Master's degrees, 210 Juris Doctor degrees, 10 Master of Laws degrees, 32
Doctor of Dental Medicine degrees, 82 Doctor of Medicine degrees and 280 Doctor of Philosophy
degrees. Also to be awarded are 42 diplomas in Professional Education, and 12 Certificates in the two-
year Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture and 3 Associate's degrees.
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY, because of the number of graduates, is divided into five sep-
arate exercises. The Schools of Dental Medicine and Medicine, located at the University's Health Center
in Farmington, and the School of Law, located in Hartford, hold their own exercises. The
Commencement procession in each of the three exercises at Storrs is heralded by the ceremonial trum-
pets which were obtained especially for the University commencement.
THE PROCESSIONAL BANNERS
College and School of Agriculture 	 Brown and Maize
School of Allied Health Professions 	 Red
School of Business Administration 	 Drab Green
School of Dental Medicine 	 Lilac and Gold
School of Education 	 Light Blue
School of Engineering 	 Orange
Division of Extended and Continuing Education 	 Brown and Blue
School of Family Studies 	 Maroon
School of Fine Arts 	 Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates 	 Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	 Gold
School of Law 	 Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 	 White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	 Green and Gold
School of Nursing 	 Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	 Green
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION begins with the heralding of the trumpeters announcing the arrival
of the academic procession.* The Bearer of the Mace leads the procession. The University Marshal,
identified by his Baton, leads the President, together with the speaker, the Board of Trustees, vice-presi-
dents, deans, other University officials, and faculty. The Mace is presented at the center of the stage
while those processing enter and take their places. Once the Mace is placed on the stand it signals the
beginning of the ceremony.
*The audience is requested to REMAIN SEATED so that all may see the procession.
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THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS AND REGALIA represent more than elegance or colorful
attire. Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which reaches far back into the early days of the
oldest universities of the Middle Ages. The early European universities were founded by the church; the
students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times. Caps and gowns
were once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more
modeRN dress. Though some universities here and abroad have other colors, the usual color for gowns in
America is black. Hoods are lined with the official color of the college or university which conferred the
degree. The velvet edging of the hood varies in length for bachelors, masters and doctoral degrees. The
color represents the appropriate degree. Mortar boards (caps) are usually black. The tassel for the
Bachelor of Arts, Science, and Engineering may be of color distinctive of the degree, and the tassel for
the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold thread. The gown and hood of the University Marshal
were made specifically for University ceremonies in the official colors of national flag blue and white.
The Processional Marshals wear blue velvet "beefeater" berets; the School and College Marshals, who
assist in conducting the ceremonies, wear blue Dutch caps.
THE MACE, carried by Keith Barker, Chairman of the Commencement Committee, is used at all
academic ceremonies. In medieval times maces were weapons of warfare, but today a mace is "a staff
borne by, or carried before, a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of his authority." It is the
emblem and symbol of the President's authority to administer the University. This mace was first used at
the Inauguration of President Homer D. Babbidge, Jr., on October 20, 1962. It was designed by Nathan
Knobler, former head of the Department of Art. The University seal, executed in beautiful wood carv-
ing, appears on both faces. A penny dated 1881 is affixed to it to commemorate the date of the
University's founding.
THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Peter L. Halvorson, was specifically
designed for ceremonial activities at The University of Connecticut and was first used at the
Commencement in 1968. The Office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval period, and the
Baton is 'a symbol of the Marshal's authority. This Baton has silver mountings and is surmounted by a
representation of the University seal in enamel, which itself incorporates the coat of arms of the State of
Connecticut. The University Marshal, carrying the Baton, follows the Mace Bearer as he leads the aca-
demic procession into and out of the place of ceremony.
THE SILVER COLLAR/MEDALLION, worn by Harry J. Hartley, President, was first used in 1964,
at the time of the University's Silver Anniversary. Each link on the collar represents one of the
University's Schools or Colleges and consists of a cloissoné circle engraved with an appropriate design
for the particular school and enameled with its traditional school or college colors. Hanging from the
chain is a large silver medallion containing the University seal.
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The University of Connecticut is accomplished by a twofold
process. First, the candidates for degrees of each respective school or college are presented by the
University Marshal. The candidates proceed to the front, receive their diplomas, are congratulated by
their administrative officers and return to their seats. The School or College Marshal then officially pre-
sents the candidates to the Dean who acknowledges the candidates and declares the appropriate degree.
Second, when all candidates have been duly presented, the President of the University formally confers
the appropriate degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time that he speaks the words:
"By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The University of Connecticut,
and in accordance with the procedures and regulations of the University, I confer upon you the
Certificate, Associate's Degree, appropriate Bachelor's Degree, Master s Degree, Juris Doctor,
Doctor of Dental Medicine, Doctor of Medicine, Doctor of Musical Arts, or Doctor of
Philosophy for which you have been presented at this One Hundred and Twelfth
Commencement of The University."
THE RECESSIONAL of the officials and faculty is once again led by the Mace Bearer and University
Marshal. The graduates, along with the audience, are requested to remain seated until the recessional is
concluded.
Out of respect and courtesy to all graduates, participants and guests




Doctor of Fine Arts
Mezzo-soprano Betty Allen made her recital
debut at New York's Town Hall in 1958, her
opera debut at Teatro Colon, Buenos Aires, in
1964, and her Broadway debut in Scott Joplin's
Treemonisha in 1975. A concert soloist and recital-
ist, she has made numerous appearances on the
stage, television and radio, and has recorded with
companies such as Deutsche Grammophon,
Columbia Records, and RCA Victor. Her many
awards and honors include the Marion Anderson
Award and the Duke Ellington Memorial Award.
A graduate of the Hartt School of Music in
Hartford, she became executive director of the
Harlem School of the Arts in 1979 and is now
president emeritus.
MICHAEL BOLTON
Doctor of Fine Arts
Michael Bolton, winner of two Grammy Awards
and six American Music Awards, has released
seven albums for Columbia Records and sold 35
million albums worldwide. In 1992 he became
the first artist to have separate records topping
four different charts. He has written songs for
Laura Branigan, the Pointer Sisters, Thelma
Houston, Cher, Barbra Streisand, and Kenny
Rogers. An avid baseball fan, Bolton has sched-
uled scores of charity softball games in conjunc-
tion with his concerts in recent years, and hosts
an annual charity dinner in Connecticut to sup-
port cancer research.
A. LEON HIGGINBOTHAM, JR.
Doctor of Laws
Since his retirement from the U.S. Court of
Appeals, A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr. has worked
with the law firm of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
Wharton & Garrison. He also is Public Service
Professor of Jurisprudence at Harvard University.
He was appointed a district court judge in 1964
and a court of appeals judge in 1977. Appointed
by President Lyndon Johnson as vice chairman of
the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence, he is the author of In the
Matter of Color: Race and the American Legal Process.
He has been an adjunct law professor at Yale and
Stanford
JULIE HARRIS
Doctor of Fine Arts
Julie Harris made her theatrical debut in 1945 in
a Broadway production of It's a Life. She estab-
lished her career in 1950 as a star in The Member
of the Wedding, a role she repeated in her 1952
screen debut and for which she received an
Academy Award nomination. The winner of sev-
eral Tony and Emmy awards, Harris received a
Tony and a Grammy in 1977 for her portrayal of
poet Emily Dickinson in The Belle of Amherst. She
has performed in numerous plays and movies,
and is known to television audiences for many TV
movies and her role in the dramatic series Knot's
Landing from 1979 to 1987.
THOMAS M. SUTHERLAND
Doctor of Science
Thomas Sutherland was Dean of Agriculture and
Food Sciences at American University in Beirut,
Lebanon when he was taken hostage June 9,
1985. He was released November 18, 1991. Born
in Scotland and a naturalized U.S. citizen,
Sutherland taught at Colorado State University
(CSU) from 1958 to 1983. At CSU he received
many honors as an outstanding teacher and he
has been a Danforth Associate since 1968. He
received his B.S. at Glasgow University, and an
M.S. and Ph.D. at Iowa State University. Since
1991 he has served as a consultant on interna-
tional affairs and agriculture.
EDWARD O. WILSON
Doctor of Science
Edward O. Wilson has won two Pulitzer Prizes for
his non-fiction writing: in 1979 for On Human
Nature, and 1991 for The Ants. His contributions
to science through his writing and research have
been recognized with numerous awards, such as
the National Medal of Science, the Crafoord
Prize from, the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences, and the International Prize for Biology
from the government of Japan. A member of the
Harvard faculty for three decades, he was the
Frank B. Baird, Jr. Professor of Science from
1976 to 1994, Mellon Professor of the Sciences
from 1990 to 1993, and currently is Pelligrino
University Professor.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
His Excellency, JOHN G. ROWLAND
Governor of the State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio
SHIRLEY C. FERRIS
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio
THEODORE S. SERGI
Acting Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio
WILLIAM BERKLEY
	 LENWORTH JACOBS
LOUISE BERRY 	 GERARD J. LAWRENCE
ANDREW J. CANZONETTI, Chairman Emeritus	 CLAIRE R. LEONARDI
	LOUISE B. CARROZZELLA
	 DANIEL C. LEONE
ARTHUR L. CARTER 	 LEWIS B. ROME, Chairman
L.C. HEIST
	 	 IRVING R. SASLOW
BARNABY W. HORTON






President of the University
LESLIE S. CUTLER
	 MARK A. EMMERT
Provost and Vice President for Health Affairs
	 Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
EDWARD T.  ALLENBY
Vice President for Institutional Advancement
WILBUR R. JONES
Vice President for Finance and Administration
CAROL A. WIGGINS




The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor ,at the University. The individual-
ized undergraduate programs of these students, which in some cases include work toward a graduate
degree, are supervised by faculty committees. In this graduating class twenty-one students were named
University Scholars in the junior year.
Honors Scholar
Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- to four-year programs,
including honors courses of unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements include a senior thesis or
comprehensive examination in the major field.
With Distinction
"With Distinction" is the University's designation for degrees earned by students who give evidence
of significant achievement in their major fields.
The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are listed herein
were considered candidates for the degree indicated when the program was printed, except where a
prior date of graduation (August 31 or December 31, 1994) is given.











Graduates, August 31, 1994
JOHN ARTHUR MERRITT 	 LORI JEAN POPINCHALK
ASSOCIATE IN APPLIED SCIENCE
JESSICA NOEL BASTIEN
	
MARIA B. BUCCY 	 KERRI ELIZABETH ISHMAEL
Ten
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
SANDRA N. KING, in Nutritional Science 	 MATTHEW SPAULDING WALLACE, in Renewable
KIMBERLY A. LINDNER, in Nutritional Science 	 Natural Resources
With Distinction



















































































Graduates, August 31, 1994
















































NILA J. VON MAHLAND
DONNA M. WOJDAK
Eleven






































THE SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
MADELINE R. COSTELLO, in Physical Therapy
ELIZABETH A. JENNINGS, in Dietetics
INGRID E. LOFGREN, in Dietetics
AMY A. MACDONALD, in Physical Therapy
MATTHEW E. SOBOLEWSKI, in Physical Therapy























































































































































MATTHEW J. GORDON, in Accounting
KAROLYN A. BABICK, in Accounting
MATTHEW J. GORDON, in Accounting
TRACY S. HEALY, in Marketing




LISA MARIE MCALEES, in Health Systems
Management
Honors Scholars
ERIC L. SMITH, in Finance
CHRISTOPHER R. UZPEN, in Accounting
MARK A. WIRTH, in Marketing
With Distinction




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their
teaching fields. Therefore, many have dual commitments in the University and
have majors in the various Schools and Colleges.
University Scholar
SAMANTHA A. DUNNACK, in Elementary Education
JENNIFER A. DEL CONTE, in English
WENDY E. FERMAN, in Special Education
Honors Scholars
THEODORE J. KOPCI-IA, in Mathematics
LISA J. WILHELM, in Elementary Education
BACHELOR OF ARTS

































JENNIFER A. DEL CONTE













































































































































DAWN C. I. ZORNIG



























































THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
University Scholar
CONNIE SHIRLEY Russ, in Chemical Engineering
Honors Scholars
JOSEPH M. AMBRICO, in Mechanical Engineering
DENISE BURCHSTED, in Civil Engineering
BENJAMIN DANKO HALL, in Mechanical
Engineering
LAI-HING LOUIE, in Chemical Engineering
JENNIFER T. MORSE, in Mechanical Engineering
JOHN HERBERT MOSLEY, JR., in Mechanical
Engineering
CONNIE SHIRLEY Russ, in Chemical Engineering
DANIEL STEPHEN SAVAGE, in Mechanical
Engineering


































































JEAN JOSEPH M. LAMOTHE
MATTHEW DEAN LAPREAY
DZUNG LE










JOHN ANTHONY MASTROIANNI III
STEPHEN GERARD MATAVA
JOHN MATCHETT



























































































































THE SCHOOL OF FAMILY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
University Scholar
KATHLEEN E. ORGANEK, in Human Development and Family Relations
Honors Scholars
JENNIFER S. MOREL, in Human
Development and Family Relations










































































































































































THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF MUSIC



































Graduates, August 31, 1994
CARLTON D. KISH
SUZANNE MARIE O'CONNOR
Graduate, December 31, 1994
CRAIG B. JOHNSON




























































































Graduate, August 31, 1994
RAYMOND C. CHURCHILL
Twenty-Five




SHANA LYNN BOURQUE, in Psychology
SARAH ELIZABETH BULLARD, in Psychology/Spanish
ELISSA JAYNE CHESLER, in Psychology/Physiology
and Neurobiology
DAVID R. COLLINS, in Mathematics/Physics
TAMARA L. FUCILE, in Political Science
ROBERT DANIEL IRWIN, in English
CHRIS JOHN NERO, in Chemistry
MICHAEL C. OSWALD, in Individualized Major
ANTHONY FRANCIS POSTERARO III, in Chemistry
NATHAN ROUILLARD, in Philosophy
ROBERT J. SALA, in Biological Sciences
PETER WISNIECKI, in Chemistry
CHRISTINE M. WITKOWSKI, in Physiology and
Neurobiology
Honors Scholars
MATTHEW W. BARTON, in English
LAURA LEE BERGERON, in Psychology
MARYJO L. BLANCHARD, in Political Science
SHANA LYNN BOURQUE, in Psychology
LAURI D. BOXER, in Individualized Major
HEATHER ANN BRAUN, in Psychology
SARAH ELIZABETH BULLARD, in Psychology
SOPHIA M. BURKE, in English
ANDRIA A. CARDILLO, in Sociology
JEANMARIE A. CEHI, in Molecular and Cell Biology
ELISSA JAYNE CHESLER, in Psychology
BRETT M. CLIFTON, in Political Science
HEATHER ANNE COFFEY, in Biological Sciences
STEPHEN R. DAVIS, in Communication Sciences
GLEN DOKI, in Physics
MARGARET E. DRAKE, in Political Science
DEIRDRE K. FLYNN, in Sociology
TAMARA L. FUCILE, in Political Science
MARY KATHERINE GILBERT, in Philosophy
ALEXANDER M. GOBERMAN, in Communication
Sciences
PHILIP P. GOODNEY, in Chemistry
DIANE M. GREENHALGH, in Political Science
CLAIRE J. HEALY, in Biological Sciences
HEATHER ELIZABETH HEATON, in Journalism
SETH M. HIDEK, in Political Science
ERIC A. HIRSCH, in English
JAMES N. HORMUZDIAR, in Physics
SCOTT B. HUNZIKER, in History
AMANDA M. KENNEDY, in English
EMILY S. KLINE, in English
CHERYL DIANE KNAPP, in Spanish
VALERIE LEVICK, in Physiology and Neurobiology
JAMES D. LIVINGSTONE, in Political Science
JUSTIN WRIGHT LUBATKIN, in Anthropology
ANGELA M. LUCAS, in Molecular and Cell Biology
CHRISTOPHER M. MAIO, in Psychology
MARK W. MATSON, in Molecular and Cell Biology
RACHEL ANN MCLOUGHLIN, in Journalism
SHELLI L. MCMILLEN, in Individualized Major
MICHELLE L. MIKOLINSKI, in Psychology
MICHAEL J. MULVANEY, in Chemistry
HOWARD VICTOR NEFF III, in Economics
JENNIFER A. NELSON, in Psychology
CHRIS JOHN NERO, in Chemistry
TIMOTHY P. O'NEIL, in Psychology
REBECCA C. OSTHUS, in Molecular and Cell
Biology
ANTHONY FRANCIS POSTERARO III, in Chemistry
ANDREA J. POTETZ, in Economics
BARNABY C. QUINN, in Political Science
RICHARD J. REYNOLDS, in Geography
ROBERT J. SALA, in Biological Sciences
JAMES SAMUEL, in Molecular and Cell Biology
SuJoY B. SARKER, in Mathematics/Actuarial
Science
FLORENCE A. SHELLS, in Political Science
STEPHANIE S. SMITH, in English
AMY LYNN STRATOS, in History
ADAM JON STRUMINSKI, in Political Science
ROBIN Jo SURWILO, in Psychology
HEATHER L. TEBBS, in English
MONICA A. TEDESCHI, in Economics
KRISTIN MARY TROMBLEY, in English
ANGELA A. VELON, in English
JACK EDWARD WALLACE, in Latin American Studies
LISA M. WILLIAMS, in Economics
PETER WISNIECKI, in Chemistry
Degree with Distinction
TIMOTHY KUHNEY, in History




































































RANDY B. BIELER, JR.
SABINA A. BILINSKY
KAREN DEBONA BING































































































































*Candidate for two degrees





































































































































































































































































































































































PAUL JAMES MACALUSO, JR.
KRISTI E. MACKIN




























THOMAS GERALD MASTROIANNI, JR.
ANDREW CROOKER MAY
CHRISTINA MCAVAY













































LO UI S R. MOLLICA
JAMES C. MONTANO
MATTHEW CHRISTIAN MOORE
PHILIP S. MORAN, JR.
ELISA.MORRISSEY
WALTER MUCHA
DENNIS PATRICK MULLIN, JR.
NICOLE J. MUNIC
SUSAN BADE NACI





HOWARD VICTOR NEFF III
MARC C. NEGLIA














































































































































































































WILLIAM LUTHER SPEROW II
ANDY W. SPIELMAN
HEIDI ANNE SPRUCE
NORMAN PAUL ST. DENIS, JR.
JAY R. ST. JEAN






























































































PETER Y. WAN *
BRIAN HAMILTON WARD
JAMES T. WARD III
JOHN WARDZALA



























































*Candidate for two degrees	 Thirty-One
JOSEPHINE ACOSTA




















































































































ALLYN EDGAR JOSEPH LEBLANC






































MICHAEL S. O' BRIEN























































































































































































DONALD A. KUBIE III































































































































































































































































































RAYMOND JOSEPH TAUPIER, JR.
BENJAMIN TIMAKOV























RAYMOND EDWARD ZAWISLAK, JR.
MARY C. ZENTARA













PHUONG MAI T. DINH
STEVEN MICHAEL DIXON



















*Recipient of two degrees
	 Thirty-Five




































































































ELIZABETH J.  DEMARS WILSON
VANESSA ALINA WOZNIAK
JULIE ANN WRIGHT
Graduate, August 31, 1994
JANICE M. BROWN
Graduates, December 31, 1994
SUSAN M. DANIELOWSKI
	
PAULA STELLA KASENETZ 	 JOSE DELFIM SOUSA
MYRA K. DAY
	
DIANA J. NORRIS 	 DAWN M. WOODRUFF
Thirty-Six










































































Graduate, August 31, 1994
MICHAEL A. OLZINSKI






















DIVISION OF EXTENDED AND CONTINUING EDUCATION












































GAIL CHERI DE COTEAU
DAWN S. DELLACAMERA






















































































































































































































































DANA JANE ADVANT, in Geography
ANDREW DONALD AGER, in History
CARLOS A. ALDAVE, in Education
MIRTHA N. ALDAVE-VELASQUEZ, in Education
HEATHER MARIE ALLENBACK, in Education
ALEXANDER THOMAS ALVAREZ, in International
Studies: Latin American
JENNIFER MERCADO ARIAS, in English
CYNTHIA JEANNE AUKERMAN, in Geography
KRISTA LEE BACHL, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
MARY LOUISE BALINSKAS, in Education
DEBORAH F. BANGSER, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
LISA ANN BARNEY, in Education
MARCI LYNN BECKMAN, in Education
PATRICIA ANN BEETHAM, in Education
JEFFREY ROBERT BIANCHI, in Economics
MARTHA BLEDSOE-BEST, in Education
HOLLY ELIZABETH BLUMENTHAL, in Political
Science
CHERIE BOENIG, in Education
SHERI IRENE BOLDUC, in English
TRACY BORLA, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
WILLIAM H. BOROSON, in Communication Science
JILL ANNE BOSCHEE, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
JENNIFER LYNN Bosco, in Education
DAY MERCER BOSWELL, in Communication Science
JAMES DOUGLAS BOTHWELL, in Education
NANCY ANN BRADLEY, in Education
DIANE MARY BRIODY, in Education
JOSEPH PATRICK BRIODY, in Education
ROBERTA DIANA BRITTON, in Education
LESLIE DENISE BRODY, in English
MARCUS LASHON BROWN, in Education
MICHELE BROWN, in Human Development and
Family Relations
THOMAS WALTON BURDICK, in International
Studies: Slavic and East European
MICHELLE SARA BURNS, in Education
DAVID JAMES BURR, in International Studies: Latin
American
WILLIAM OSBORN BURR, in Education
LEIGH ANGELA BYER, in Education
MICHAEL VAUGHN BYRNE, in International Studies:
Slavic and East European
VALERIE A. CAFASSO, in History
MARY CAPRIOLI, in Political Science
ELIZABETH T. CASE, in Education
RACHEL MARIE CEPELAK, in Education
SIUBHAN L. CLARK, in Education
MARGARET WELSH COCHRAN, in Human
Development and Family Relations
KATHRINE ANN COLE, in English
LOIS ANNETTE COLEMAN, in English
MELVIN ORLANDO COLLAZO, in Education
COLLEEN ELIZABETH COLLINS, in Education
DAVID R. COLLINS, in Psychology: Ecological
Psychology
MICHELE L. CONWAY, in Human Development and
Family Relations
PATRICK MICHAEL COOKE, in Education
VALERIE RAE CORREA, in Human Development and
Family Relations
JUDITH ANN COSBY, in Education
JILL COSSE, in Education
EMMA CRAIG, in Education
DARCI BETH CRAMER, in Human Development and
Family Relations
TONY DAVID CRESPI, in Human Development and
Family Relations
CHRISTINA MARION CULLEN, in Geography
NOELLE ELIZABETH CULLEN, in Education
KRISTIN NOELLE DALEY, in Education
SHARON TODD DANBY, in Education
CHRISTINE DAUPHINAIS, in Education
KRISTIE F. DAVIS, in Human Development and
Family Relations
MELANIE M. DAWSON, in Education
SARA BASSETT DEBALSI, in Political Science
ANDREA BETH DINE, in Education
CHRISTINE A. DOUGLAS, in Education
MAREK DRABINSKI, in Education
KERRY M. DRAKE, in Education
NICOLE PATRICIA DREYER, in Communication
Science: Speech, Language, and Hearing
JENNIFER LEIGH DROTOS, in Education
KRISTI LYNN DUDEK, in Education
KATHLEEN R. DUDZIK, in Education
MARK W. DUNACUSKY, in Anthropology
SAMANTHA ANN DUNNACK, in Education
JULIANNE DURKIN, in Education
TODD ALLEN DYER, in Education
LISA K. EDWARDS, in Education
EBRU ERASLAN, in Economics
KAREN ANN ETHIER-WANG, in Human
Development and Family Relations
MARÍA AIDA FIGUEROA, in Political Science: Survey
Research
TOR R. FISKE, in Education
JAMES J. FOX, JR., in Political Science
KARA ANN FRASCARELLI, in Education
ELIZABETH A. FREDERIC, in Geography
ANDREW GARDNER FREELAND, in International
Studies: Soviet and East European
JAMES JOSS FRENCH, in Education
KAREN MICHELLE FRIEDMAN, in Education
JOHN LUCIUS GARDNER, in Human Development
and Family Relations
KERRY F. GARRISH, in Education
AMY MARIE GATES, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
CYNTHIA EILEEN GAUDIOSI, in Education
MARTIN RICHARD GEOGHEGAN, in Education
SUSAN JOAN GILSON, in Education
MARY CATHERINE GLEESON, in Pyschology: Clinical
WENDY DENISE GOLDBERG, in English
JENNY P. GONZALEZ, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
LYNNE CASEY GRAHAM, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
MICHAEL GREENBERG, in Education
JOAN EARLEEN GREENE, in Anthropology
COURTNEY SALLE GRIFFITH, in Education
SANJA GRUBACIC, in Economics
GINA LOUISE GUIDARELLI-ORLANDI, in Comparative
Literature
JILL CORINNE HAMMER, in Psychology: Social
JAMES RUSSELL HARRIGAN, in Political Science
EUNICE TELHIARD HARTLEY, in Education
COURTNEY CAMERON HAWES, in Education
KELLY LYNN HAYES, in Education
FRANCIS DANIEL HODGKINS, in Education
ANNE ELIZABETH HOFFMAN, in Education
DENISE MARIE HORN, in Political Science
CURTIS R. HULL, in Education
MARIANNE HULTEN, in Education
JASON ROBERT HUNT, JR., in English
CORDELIA NDIRIKA ISIOFIA, in International
Studies
JONATHAN JOSEPH JETTE, in Education
ALFRED JOHNSON, JR., in Education
DENISE BERNADETTE JONES, in Education
DARLENE DENISE JULIANO, in Education
RENEE MARIE JULIANO, in Education
BYEONGHOO JUNG, in International Studies: Slavic
and East European
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER JURMU, in Geography
MARCIA NICOLE KAISER, in Education
KRISTEN NOBLE KEEGAN, in History
JILL SUSAN KEITH, in Education
MICHAEL KLIMAS, in History
LORI ANNE KORONKIEWICZ, in Education
DONNA L. B. KOROPATKIN, in Education
JACQUELINE HILL KUHN, in French
REBECCA DORA KUHR, in Education
KELLY JEAN KWIATKOWSKI, in Education
CAROLYN MARY LACAPRA, in Education
RENEE MARIE LADOUCEUR, in Political Science:
Survey Research
JULIE LYNN LAFONTAINE, in Education
KATHRYN A. LAITY, in Medieval Studies
JOAN B. LAMONT, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language and Hearing
JENNIFER LYNN LANESE, in Education
MATTHEW DAMIAN LAPLACA, in Education
ELIZABETH ANNE LAURENÇOT, in Linguistics
JOHN PHILIP LEARY, in English
NIKKI ANN LESAGE, in Political Science: Survey
Research
BRIAN ANDREW LEWIS, in International Studies:
Latin American
MARIANNE LINGER, in Political Science
VICTOR MANUEL LIZARDO, in International Studies:
Latin American
WILLIAM FRANCIS LOVEJOY, in Philosophy
MICHAEL JEFFREY LUPINACCI, in Education
JACQUELINE SUZANNE MACINNIS, in Geography
DOUGLAS WILLIAM MACKENZIE, in Economics
HEATHER MADRAY, in Sociology
FRANK PAUL MANISCALCO, in Education
JOHN. ROGER MARANDINO, in Education
FRANCIS JOSEPH MARSILLI, JR., in Education
THOMAS JAMES MAXWELL, in Economics
KIRSTI ALISA MCCAIN, in Education
ERIN CYNTHIA MCCARTHY, in Education
COLIN THOMAS MCHUGH, in Education
MARIANNE VICTORIA MCNALLEN, in Education
LYNN MARIE MGRDICHIAN, in Education
HEATHER LEE MIKAITIS, in Education
MARK CHRISTOPHER MILITELLO, in Economics
GUY HENRY MONTGOMERY, in Psychology: Clinical
CHRISTINE MOON, in Education
FELICIA BETH MORGAN, in Psychology: Clinical
RICHARD D. MROZINSKI, Jr., in Geography
AMY MARION MULLEN, in Education
MAYA MARILYN MULLENEX, in Economics
LAURA HARVEY MULLER, in Geography
ILONA KIM NAGY, in History
STEPHANIE VERONICA OLEXY, in Education
TOSHIYUKI ONOGI, in Psychology: General
Experimental
MARY LYNN ORABONE, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
GERALD MICHAEL PALMER, in Geography
LISA MARIE PANDOLFO, in Education
CYNTHIA J. PANEK, in Education
HEEHEON PARK, in Linguistics
S. ELIZABETH PASSMORE, in Medieval Studies
DEANNA LYNN PAUGAS, in Education
HELI MARI PEEKNA, in Psychology: Clinical
JENNIFER RAE PERRY, in Education
MARIANNE M. PHELPS, in Education
JEAN-PAUL PICHOT, in French
JOAN F. PIKIELL, in Education
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW PLANTE, in Education
DWAYNE CHRISTIAN BUTLER PROCTOR, in
Communication Science: Communication
ROBERT LEONARD PRZYGRODZKI, in International
Studies: Soviet and East European
MICHAEL PETER PURTELL, in Political Science
MICHAEL ALBERT RADZVILOWICZ, in Geography
SUSAN WILSON RAGLAND, in International Studies:
Latin American
LYNNE VEIT RAMAGE, in Education
DIANE STEDMAN REES, in Education
MICHAEL ALAN RENO, in History
PAMELA ANN RIEHL, in Education
JENNIFER JEAN RITCHIE, in Education
KATHLEEN SHEEHAN ROACH, in History
HOLLI NOELLE ROBERTS, in Education
AMY CHRISTINE ROBERTSON, in Communication
Science: Speech, Language, and Hearing
MARK GERARD ROBILLARD, in Dramatic Arts:
Performance/Production
MIRIAM RODRIGUEZ, in Education
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW ROLLMAN, in Education
MELISSA MARY ROOT, in Education
ALICE MORITZ RUHNKE, in Education
SERGEY YURIEVICH RUMYANTSEV, in Economics
ANA SÁNCHEZ-ADORNO, in Education
JOHN WILLIAM SAND, in Education
AARON SANDERS, JR., in Education
CHARLOTTE P. SANFORD, in German
ROBERT LEE SARTORIS, in Education
JAMES WILLIAM SCANNELL, in English
PATRICIA ANN SCHULER, in. Education
HEIDI WILMA SCHWALBENDORF, in Education
KARI L. SCHWARTZ, in Education
LARA ELIZABETH SEMONES, in French
JODI MARIE SENK, in Education
BRENDA LEONE SHAPIRO, in Psychology: Clinical
NICOLE SUZANNE SHEELY, in Education
ERICA R. SIMLIcK, in Education
ALLYSON B. SOLTIS, in Education
TRACY ELIZABETH SPAAR, in Education
VICTORIA STEWART SPACEMAN, in Education
CHRISTOPHER RICHARD SPELMAN, in Education
CAROLYN PATRICIA SPETLAND, in Political Science
RENATE STAEDEL, in Education
PETER A.R. STEBINGER, in Sociology
NANCY ROBINSON STEPHAN, in Education
ROBERT THOMAS STEVENSON, in Education
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KINGSLEY O. STEWART, in Education
DENISE JENNIFER STOPKA, in Education
JAMES JOSEPH STOTLER, JR., in Education
HILARY H. STUART, in English
MARCY L. SUITOR, in Education
PETER-OLAF SYWENKYJ, in International Studies:
Latin American
LISA ANNE SZETELA, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
MONICA ANN MARIE TEDESCHI, in Economics
DARCY ALLYSON TERRY, in Education
JULIANNA MARGARET THOMAS, in Political Science
LINDA ANDREA THOMAS, in Education
SHANNON JOY TOMLINSON, in Education
PATRICIA JEAN TOOHIG, in Communication
Science: Speech, Language, and Hearing
LILLIAN A. TORO, in Education
NOEL SUSANNE TORRISON, in Education
KIMBERLY ANN TOTA, in Economics
RONALD JAMES TROTTA, in Geography
SUSAN MARGARET TUFTS, in Education
SUSANA ULLOA-BEAL, in Political Science
ONUR UMAN, in Political Science
MARY BARR VAIL, in Communication Science:
Speech, Language, and Hearing
SANDRA LOUISE VALLES, in Education
MARIE PAULA VENDITTI, in Education
ALAN PAUL VEZINA, in Education
RENE ELIZABETH VIKSNES, in Education
KAREN R. VIOLETTE, in Education
GUESJI G. WELLS, in Education
CAROLE BETH WESTHAFER, in Education
VIRGIL GALE WHITMYER II, in Philosophy
CAROL ANN WILCOCK, in Education
WALTER NICHOLAS WILLETT, in Education
REBECCA E. WRIGHT, in Education
LIGONG WU; in Economics
PATRICIA DANFORTH WYSE, in Education
JING-TAO YAN, in Communication Science:
Communication
DEBBIE JEAN YOUNG, in Education
ANDREW RUSSELL ZINK, in Education
MARY MARGARET ZUROLO, in English
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KRIS LYNN ABERY, in Anthropology
MILAGROS A. ACEVEDO, in Education
ROBIN CASTAGNA ALTER, in Education
JACK RICHARD ANDERSON, in Education
ELAINE MARIE ARMY, in Education
ALYSON LIZBETH BACON, in Psychology: Clinical
ONTLAMETSE BRIDGET BANYADITSE, in Economics
SASHA ALEX BARAB, in Education
PATRICIA PEARL BASKIN, in Psychology:
Neurosciences
ANA MARIA BAZAN, in International Studies: Latin
American
DONNA MARIE BENITO, in Education
MICHAEL PRESTWICK BENSCHE, in International
Studies: Western European
JONATHAN DOUGLAS BICK, in Political Science
JANICE HYETT BICKFORD, in Education
TRICIA COLLEEN BOARD, in Communication
Science: Communication
YusoMIL BONET, in Education
LARRY NELSON BRIGGS, JR., in Political Science:
Survey Research
SHERRI LYNN BUCHER-YIANNOUTSOS, in Psychology:
Child and Developmental
WINTER BROOKE CAPLANSON, in Education
DEHUA CHEN, in Economics
CARRIE LYNN CHIAPPETTA, in International Studies:
Soviet and East European
ALISON E. COCHRANE, in Education
LINDA S. COLONDRES, in Education
BRENDA LIZ CONCEPCION, in Education
LINDA SHAW CONLON, in Education
ROBERT ALAN CROSS, in International Studies:
Latin American
MARK THOMAS DANAHER, in Education
WENDY SUE DAVIS, in Education
ZENAIDA ONOFRE DE MARTINEZ, in Education
EVANGELIA DESLI, in Economics
RICHARD G. DONNELLY, in Economics
ROBERT SCOTT DORAN, in Education
REGINA MARGARET DOUGHERTY, in Political
Science: Survey Research
SUSAN LOUISE DOYLE, in Dramatic Arts: Puppetry
JOANNE NANCEKIVELL ELMER, in Education
MELINDA ANN FARRELL, in Education
AMY ELIZABETH FERLAllO, in International
Studies: Latin American
ELIZABETH ANN FLESOR, in Education
ROBERT AUBREY FREDERICK, JR., in Education
VERA E. GIBOYEAUX, in Education
SHAWN JOY GOMER, in Education
LINDA INDOMENICO, in Education
DAVID ELLSWORTH JOHNSON, in Political Science
STACEY LEE KLIMKOSKY, in Education
JORDAN FRANKLIN KOLOVSON, in Political Science:
Survey Research
KURIA GITITU KURIA, in Political Science
SUSAN LEWIS LALLY, in Education
JOAN PATRICE LANDRUM-SPITIA, in Education
KAREN L. LEONARD, in Education
DAVID J. LEVINE, in History
JENNIFER ANNE LOVE, in Political Science
MICHAEL SPENCER MAY, in Education
MATTHEW PETER MCMAHON, in Political Science
MATTHEW J. MENGHI, in Human Development and
Family Relations
ROSE LYNNE MERCADO, in Communication
Science: Speech, Language, and Hearing
ELIZABETH MERCED, in Education 	 •
VALERIE IRIS MICHAELS, in Education
BRIAN EDMOND MILLER, in Education
RODNEY ALAN NADEAU, in Human Development
and Family Relations
JENNIFER MARY NECCI, in Political Science: Survey
Research
DAVID JOHN NIELSEN, in Sociology
TERESITA NIEVES, in Education
LYNN A. NILSSEN, in Education
WALTER CHANNING NOTT, in English
RAO MUHAMMAD RAFIQUE, in Economics
JONAS RASIMAVICIUS, in Economics
THOMAS ROGERS RILEY, in English
CHARLES RANDOLPH ROACH, in Political Science
MAURICE PHILIBERT RONDEAU, in Communication
Science
BOBBIE NELSON ROWBOTHAM, in Education
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LADISLAUS JOHN SACHARKO, in Education
SCOTT DAVID SADINSKY, in Education
JILA SALARI, in Political Science: Survey Research
YVONNE MARIE SALTZMAN, in Education
ABEL GRACILIANO SANTAMARIA, in English
FADEL-RAHMAN SESAY, in Economics
ROBERT JOHN SIX, in International Studies:
Western European
JENNIFER ANNE SKILTON, in English
KIMBERLY ROSE SLUSARSKI, in Political Science
BARBARA ANN SMITH, in Education
DAVID F. SMITH, in Education
KAREN KATHLEEN SWEETLAND, in Comparative
Literature
GLORIA M. TOOMEY, in Education
DAVID LYNCH TOPITZER, in History
PETER F. TRUMBORE, in Political Science
CARLOS VECIANA, in History
KARISSA LYNNE WALSH, in Political Science
KAREN JEANNE WILSON, in Human Development
and Family Relations
VALERIE LEA WOODS, in Education
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POLEMNIA AMAZEEN, in Psychology: Ecological
Psychology
VALERIE RUTH ANDERSON, in Education
GARY PAUL AUSTIN, in Education
JUNEAL A. BARTLETT, in Education
JAYNE LOUISE BATTIK, in Political Science
FRANK A. BENCIVENGO, JR., in History
WALTER PALMER BLANKER, in Education
LAURA ELLEN BOWERS, in Education
PETER FRANCIS BURNS, in Political Science
RICHARD D. CACCAVALE, in English
JULIE ANNE CALABRO, in Psychology: Child and
Developmental
ROSA ELENA CARRASQUILLO, in History
GLENN MICHAEL CHABOT, in International Studies:
Western European
JO-ANN GILBANKS CORDES, in Education
MARIA G. COSTA, in English
MYRNA E. CRUZ, in Education
PETER T. DEFRANCES, in History
JANE MARA EVANCIE, in Geography
SCOTT EDWARD FAIN, in Education
ROBIN A. FERRUCCI, in Education
ADELE COHEN FIRSHEIN, in Education
PATRICK THOMAS FOOTE, in History
MARIA AUBERT GAMBOA, in Education
ISMAEL GARCIA, in Anthropology
ANGELA MARIE GILES, in English
RACHEL LOUISE GOOSMAN, in Economics
MARK RICHARD GRACE, in International Studies:
Slavic and East European
GLORIA JEAN GRAHAM, in Education
DANA PROKOP GRIN, in Education
KATHERINE WALBRIDGE HANAWAY, in Education
TODD CHARLES HARRIS, in Psychology: Industrial
and Organizational
TIMOTHY JOHN HARTLEY, in Linguistics
RUSSELL JAMES HORNBECK, in Education
KATHRYN CLOONAN HOY, in Anthropology
AUDREY ELIZABETH HUNGERFORD, in Education
NANCY BRYANT INGRAM, in Education
JULIA RUTH IRWIN, in Psychology: Child and
Developmental
ISABELLE CATHERINE JAYAWICKREMA, in French
GLORIA V. LAPOINTE, in Education
RUTH JANE LORD, in History
ANITA GALE LUNDY, in Medieval Studies
CRAIG ALLEN MADDALENA, in Education
HIDEKI MAKI, in Linguistics
DAVID LAWRENCE MARCH, in Economics
JOHN IVORY MARTIN, in History
CARMEN AWILDA MARTINEZ-MEDINA, in Education
MARK ANTHONY MASK, in Education
JOSHUA MASTERS, in English
DANA KRISTEN MARZANO, in Education
KAREN S. MCMILLAN, in Education
KAREN A. MEERS, in Education
KARA ANN MENDICK, in Spanish
MATTHEW WYNNE MOREY, in Education
KELLY ANN MORIARTY, in Education
IVY L. MORRISON, in Education
COLLEEN ELAINE MURPHY, in Education
TRUDY MURRAY, in Education
Louts M. OCCHICONE, in Education
CARRIE O'LEARY, in Linguistics
STEPHANIE JEAN OSBOURN, in Education
ANGELA PECORA, in Education
STEPHEN H. PLUM, in Anthropology
JESSICA L. PRATA, in Philosophy
INEZ MARGARITA RAMIREZ, in Education
DOLORES BILL RODERICK, in Education
GLENN D. ROGERS, in International Studies: Slavic
and East European
ELIZABETH R. SAYLOR, in Education
NORMA J. SCHNEIDER, in Education
KIM LEE LAMBERT SERNA, in Education
MARK LOUIS HUCKSON SEYMOUR, in History
JIAN SHANG, in Economics
LORI ELIZABETH SIMS, in Political Science: Survey
Research
BRADLEY JAY SNYDER, in Psychology
ELKIN SPITIA-LOAIZA, in Education
JEFFREY MORGAN STANTON, in Psychology:
Industrial and Organizational
VALERIE STARR, in Psychology: Social
LINDA RUTH STETSER, in Education
SHELLEY JO STROHM, in Communication Science:
Communication
ANNE BARBARA SULLIVAN, in Psychology: Industrial
and Organizational
ADELE THERESA SZALKIEWICZ, in Education
DIANE CLARA THOMPSON, in Education
KERRY ELIZABETH THOMPSON, in English
CASSANDRA WALES, in Human Development and
Family Relations
KRISTEN FLEMING WHITAKER, in English
PEIXIN XU, in Education
CHAO-FANG Yo, in Communication Science:
Communication
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
JOSEPH SALVATORE ADINOLFI (Finance)
DEAN PAUL ALDERUCCI (General)
ANTONELLA AMODDIO (Accounting)
SUSAN E. ARAKELIAN (Management)
CRAIG Asti (Finance)
CHARLES MICHAEL ASHMAN (General)
LOIS ANNE ASTON (International Business)
PETER M. AUSTIN (General)
RAHUL MOHAN BAENA (Finance)
MARK MAURICE BAILEY (Finance)
WILLIAM EARNEST BAKER (Finance)
BELINDA JANE BASILE (Finance)
LEROY JOSEPH BEALER, JR. (General)
MICHELE T. BECKER (Human Resources)
CAROL R. BETTIGOLE (General)
SCOTT BETTIGOLE (International Business)
BRENT TAYLOR BIEDERMANN (Management)
DAVID E. BIRKHAHN (Real Estate)
ELIZABETH PATRICIA BLAUNER (Marketing)
REGINA BARNARD BOBROSKE (Marketing)
MARK ALAN BOUDREAU (General)
CONSTANTINOS BOVOLIS (Human Resources)
DORIS ELLEN BOWLBY (Management)
CHRISTOPHER PATRICK BoYER (General)
ROBERT O. BRADEN (Finance)
IAN STRONG BRADLEY (Accounting)
CURTIS CHARLES BRANTL (Finance)
ROBERT MICHAEL BRENNEN (General)
JEFFREY ALLAN BROZEK (Finance)
LENNYS NILDA CAMPOS (Marketing)
LYNN P. CARLSoN (Human Resources)
CYNTHIA RUTH CARROLL (Finance)
PAUL CHABOT (Management Science)
CHRISTOPHER A. CHAPIN (Accounting)
SHIAN-JEN CHIN (Finance)
ELINOR STUBY CLARK (Finance)
LAWRENCE WILLIAM CLARK (Marketing)
PAMELA ANNE CODERRE (Health Care
Management)
GAIL A. COLEMAN (General)
CHRISTINE PATRICIA COSSARI (Health Care
Management)
XAVIER B. DAGUZAN (Marketing)
LUCINDA MARIE DAILEY (Finance)
CHARLES EPIC DANBY (Marketing)
KIMBERLY DENISE DAWSONIA (Marketing)
MICHAEL AARON DAY (Marketing)
SARAH WAITE DEERING (General)
GERARDO GARCIA DE GALA (Marketing)
JOHN DELPAINE (Accounting)
ERNEST MARIO DELUGO, JR. (Finance)
DARYLE M. DEPALMA (Accounting)
KARINE CHANTAL DHANGER (International
Business)
RENATE MARGARETE DICKS (General)
MARK DIMAURIZIO (Accounting)
CHRISTOS DINOPOULOS (Finance)
ANNE LORRAINE DI PASQUALE (Finance)
MARK S. DOHERTY (Marketing)
LAWRENCE FRANCIS DONOHUE, JR. (General)
JOSEPH FRANCIS DOOLEY III (Finance)
ALISON MANNY DOUCETTE (Management Science)
JOHNNY ROBERT DOUGLAS III (Health Care
Management)
MARIE-ANN DRANDAKIS (Finance)
THOMAS PAUL DURMAN (Finance)
ROBERT MATHEW ECCLES (Finance)
EDWARD JEROME ELFENBEIN (Finance)
YANSI ERASLAN (Finance)
TOLGA ERGUL (Finance)
JOSÉ JUAN ESCRIBANO (Finance)
ELIZABETH Ross FALK (General)
CHRISTY L. FALKENSTEIN (Management)
ELLEN J. FALSEY (Finance)
PAUL JAMES FITZSIMMONS (General)
JOHN DURLING FIxx (Human Resources)
NICOLAS FLOQUET (Finance)
BRETT STEVEN FRIEDMAN (General)
URSULA GERTRUD FURMAN (General)
AMY J. GANTERT (General)
JASON ADAM GARICK (Finance)
TIMOTHY RUSSELL GARRELTS (General)
ROBERT GASIOROWSKI (Finance)
PATRICIA SHEETS GELINEAU (Management)
EMILE GIRARD III (Management)
TEK H. Go (Marketing)
MICHAEL PATRICK GORMAN (General)
ZOLTAN GYARFAS (Management Science)
MICHAEL L. HAINS (General)
GWEN HAMIL (General)
JOHN EDWARD HANLEY (Finance)
DANIEL H. HANSON (Management Science)
DANIEL MILES HARDRICK, JR. (Finance)
HEATHER R. HARRISON (Marketing)
DENA L. HARVEY (Finance)
DONG HE (Marketing)
MICHAEL DAVID HEBERT (Real Estate)
DENISE I. HEIDELBERG (International Business)
YUETCHIN Hol (Management)
SARAH LOUISE HOLMES (Human Resources)
DANIEL FRANCIS HUNTER (Finance)
YNGVE IVERSEN (Accounting)
BRIAN GRESHAM IVEY (Health Care Management)
JOSEPH ROBERT KENNEDY (General)
SUSAN ANNE KING (Management Science)
LARISSA KOBLOSH (Finance)
STEPHEN KUKULKA (Real Estate)
MARIANNA KULAK (General)
LYNN MARIE LAPENTA (General)
JOSEPH VINCENT LAROCCO, JR. (International
Business)
PAUL D. LARSON, JR. (Management)
CHIEN-JUNG LEE (Finance)
GREGORY JOHN LENGEN (Finance)
RICHARD J. LEONE (Marketing)
JENNIFER ANNE LESSER (General)
CHRISTOPHER JON LOGAN (Finance)
STEPHEN MICHAEL LOGAN (Finance)
BRIAN LOMBARDO (General)
DAVID N. LONG (Finance)
MARK JOHN LOSTOCCO (Finance)
CHAD H. LoxsOM (Finance)
SUSAN FRANCES LUEDEE (Finance)
PAT DONALD MARAFIOTE (Finance)
JORGE LUIS MARIMON (Finance)
THOMAS FARLEY MAYES (General)
KEITH MYLES MCDONAGH (Accounting)
NANCY L. MCMANUS (Accounting)
JOSEPH ALAN MELFI (Accounting)
GEORGE HENRY MESSIER (Marketing)
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GERALYN JOHNSON MESSIER (Marketing)
SUSAN VIRGINIA MEYER (Finance)
EDWARD G. B. MILLER (International Business)
CAROLE D. MONROE (Finance)
KATHLEEN CAROL MUDD (General)
JOSEPH I. MURLI (General)
ANNE CHRISTINE NIEH (Management)
KEVIN JOSEPH NOLAN (Marketing)
CHARLENE SUSAN O'CONNELL (Finance)
EDWARD GEORGE O'DONOVAN (Marketing)
MICHAEL J. O'HERN (General)
KENT JAMES OUGH (General)
KEVIN A. PANNONE (Accounting)
WILLIAM L. PAOLINO (Management)
JAMES JOHN PARKER (General)
KENNETH ROBERT PEARL, JR. (Accounting)
PAUL DONALD PEARL (Finance)
MICHAEL R. PELOSI (Finance)
LISA BEXER PERRICELLI (Finance)
ROBERT THOMAS PETERSON (Health Care
Management)
HYEONMIN PHAK (Finance)
WILLIAM JOSEPH POKLUDA (Marketing)
ANTHONY ALFRED POZZI, JR. (Marketing)
SUSAN ELLEN PRIEST (Marketing)
THOMAS EDWARD PURCELL (General)
ZAFFAR AHMAD RAZZAQ (General)
DEBORAH MARY REIF (General)
ANTHONY DAVID RIEKSTINS (Accounting)
ELIZABETH ANN RITTER (Management)
SCOTT L. SADOWSKY (Finance)
JEROLD LAWRENCE SALTZMAN (Marketing)
ROBERT JOSEPH SAWICKI (General)
RUTH ANN SCHAFER (Management)
SUSAN A. SCHEBELL (Human Resources)
CHARLES PAUL SCOPELITIS (General)
MELANIE JOY SEELIG (International Business)
PHILIP ELLIOT SHAPIRO (Finance)
LAURA ANN SHERMAN (Finance)
SAMUEL RICHARD NUNDY SIMONS (General)
JACOB ZEIGER SLEPIAN (Health Care Management)
WILLIAM DONAL SLUBEN (Marketing)
ANN RUTH SMITH (Health Care Management)
WILLIAM ARTHUR SMITH, JR. (Accounting)
JAMES ANTHONY SOUTHARD, JR. (Finance)
RICHARD JOHN SPECIALE, JR. (Marketing)
PAUL NORRIE SPERL (Management)
DARRYL ADRIAN SPIVEY (Finance)
KAREN A. STEPHENS (Accounting)
DEZROY R. STEWART (Finance)
JOSEPH ANGELO STICCA (Management Science)
CYNTHIA FARMER STREETER (International
Business)
CATHERINE JEANNE TABAKA (Marketing)
YONGCHUL TAHK (Marketing)
MISHA TERESCHOUK (Management)
NIRAJ ISHWAR THAKKAR (International Business)
SANSANEE THEBPANYA (Finance)
MONIKA BERTA THIEL (Marketing)
VERONIQUE THOMAS (Finance)
PAUL MICHAEL THOMSON (General)
LADARAT TONGPEN (International Business)
MICHAEL DOUGLAS TOWNSEND (Marketing)
MARK TROMBETTA (Finance)
JOHN PAUL UCCELLO (General)
RITA JEAN UGIANSKIS-FISHMAN (Marketing)
JOHN ROBERT VAN CAMP (General)
BETTY VIOLETTE VELASQUEZ (Health Care
Management)
JOHN VOSS (General)
GREGORY PETER VOYENTZIE (Finance)
BRADFORD H. WAINMAN (General)
JASON A. WALLA (General)
GARY DENNIS WALSH (Health Care Management)
BRIAN ROBERT WEINSTEIN (Management)
EILEEN ANNE WHITE (General)
DAVID JOHN MEREDITH WHITEHOUSE (General)
BRIDGET ANNE WILSON (Finance)
MICHAEL ALLAN WILSON (General)
YANG XIA (Finance)
MICHAEL WILLIAM YUNKMANN (Finance)
Graduates, August 31, 1994
MICHELLE A. AHMED (Management Science)
GAYLE ELIZABETH AMATO (Marketing)
VIRGINIA KELLY ANDERSON (Finance)
Ross EDWARD ATWATER (Finance)
KATHLEEN TERESE BAILEY (Finance)
JOHN D. BARRETT (Finance)
FREDERICK ERIC BARTEL II (Finance)
JOHN DAVID BENSON (Management)
MARK JOSEPH BLUM (Finance)
ALEXANDER Bosso (Management)
RALPH GLENN BOULWARE (Finance)
MIMI ADELE BROPHY (Accounting)
LEO BUDIN (Finance)
GARY TIMOTHY BUTLER (Finance)
STEPHEN JOSEPH CARO (Management Science)
JANE CAROLINE CARTER (Finance)
ELLEN MARIE CHAPMAN (Accounting)
JERRY TYRONE COLEMAN  (Marketing)
 MARIE COLLINS (Human Resources)
MICHAEL FRANCIS ERSKINE CROSSLEY (Accounting)
TONI STODDARD DESSEREAUX (Management)
THOMAS ANTHONY DONNELLY (Management)
JULIE VORMEZEELE DUNN (Management Science)
JOANNA PATTERSON EBERT (Marketing)
JOHN FRANK EISINGER (Management Science)
RONALD MICHAEL FELIX (International Business)
LYLE TODD FULTON (Finance)
DARIA MARINO GABANY (International Business)
PETER ROBERT GARDINER (Finance)
GREGORY DANIEL GUALTIERI (Finance)
ALAN MCLEOD HARVEY (Health Care
Management)
GINA MARIE ILLIG (Management)
YASUKO IWASAKI (Finance)
LISA MARIE KERZ (Management Science)
HELEN YIALAMAS KRAFT (Management Science)
JANUSZ JOHN KREMENTOWSKI (Finance)
MANKA A. LENNON (International Business)
ANTHONY MARK LEONARDI (International
Business)
PETER LUNDBERG (Finance)
JULIEN CLAUDE MATHIEU (Marketing)
ROBERT JOSEPH MATTAVI (Finance)
JAMES IVARS MAZJANIS (Finance)
GREGGORY BRYAN MERKEL (Management)
MAYBE MILLER (Finance)
FortyFive
MICHAEL JOSEPH MORIN (Real Estate)
MICHAEL J. MORRIS (Finance)
KENNETH JOHN MORRISON (Finance)
CHRISTOPHER SCOTT NEWCOMER (Management)
LISA KULASENSKI PALEN (Finance)
SCOTT GERALD PEAIRS (Marketing)
BARRY J. POWLISHEN (Marketing)
JAMES MICHAEL RICHARDS (General)
JEFFREY LAWRENCE RODIA (Management Science)
NATHAN A. ROGERS (Finance)
JACK D. RUA (Management)
MARYBETH RUPINSKI (Accounting)
SAM SAMUELSON (Management Science)
LYNNE ANN SCHILLER (Management)
HEIDI MARIE SCHONAUER (Finance)
RITA SCURIS (Finance)
ALAN E. SMART (Management)
JEFFREY S. SMITH (Management Science)
MARK K. SMITH (Management Science)
PAUL JOSEPH SMITH (Accounting)
WILLIAM CORBIT SPRUANCE V (Marketing)
LISA MARIE STALEY (Management)
JAMES DUSTIN STAPLETON (Finance)
ANSLEY M. STARR (Finance)
DIANE KAY STOCK (International Business)
HWA JUNG SUH (Accounting)
DEBORAH LYNN SZYMANSKI (Finance)
LILI DIORIO WALKER (Marketing)
JENNA ANN WEISBERG (Finance)
KATHLEEN WILLSEY (International Business)
JEFFREY BRIAN WORLEY (Marketing)
JIANPING Xu (Accounting)
LARRY WILSON YETTER, JR. (Finance)
Graduates, December 31, 1994
LIZBETH HADLEY LORUSSO (Finance)
ROBERT JOSEPH LOYCANO, JR. (Management
Science)
DAVID FULTON MCBRIDE, JR. (Finance)
DOROTHY JEAN MEGGIE (Finance)
TODD JOSEPH MICHALKA (Accounting)
MICHAEL JOHN MIHALEK (Finance)
RONALD FRANCIS MILLER (Finance)
KATHLEEN MARY MOLLOY (International Business )
CAROLYN E. MORACHE (Finance)
MICHAEL DEWEY MOUNT (Finance)
TIMOTHY DAVID NOLT (Finance) 	 -
ANN P. O'DRISCOLL (Marketing)
ROBERT MICHAEL ONORATO (Marketing)
MARGARET MARTIN ORNER (Finance)
RONALD RAYMOND PAGOTO (Finance)
DANIEL PIERCE (General)
KATHLEEN CLARE PRITCHARD (Health Care
Management)
JOHN BOLAND QUINN (Finance)
GARY THOMAS SARGENT (Marketing)
LAURA LOUISE SCHIEFFER (International Business)
MATTHEW LEE SGANGA (Finance)
JOHN K. SNOW (International Business)
DAWN M. STODOLSKI (Management)
RONALD JAMES SWITZER (Finance)
CLISHIA L. TAYLOR (Health Care Management)
GREGORY H. TREPP (Marketing)
CHARLES JOSEPH TURECEK, JR. (Management)
DANIEL JAMES TYLER (Finance)
NING-YANG WANG (Finance)
MAURA O'NEIL WEBER (Management Science)
BENJAMIN WESTFRIED (Marketing)
WILLIAM MARK WIGMORE (Finance)
TIMOTHY EDWARD WOOLSTON (Finance)
JULIE A. YOUNG (Finance)
ERIC BRUCE ZLATIN (International Business)
SUSAN ANN ZWEIBAUM (Marketing)
KENNETH BYRON ADAMS (International Business)
WILLIAM R. ALLEN (International Business)
ROBERT MICHAEL ARENA, JR. (Finance)
JILL ALISON BARONOWSKI (General)
KEITH ROBERT BOISLARD (Finance)
DONALD LEE BURRITT (International Business)
KATHERINE MARY BURRITT (Accounting)
PEGGY A. BUSSE (Management)
BRIAN BYLo (Finance)
DANIEL JOSEPH CASEY (Management)
MARIE A. CLEARY (Accounting)
JAIME CORREA (Finance)
ROBERT COWLEY (Management)
DAVID R. CUMMINGS (General)
CHARLES EDWARD CURRY (Finance)
RENEE DOROTHY DAVIAS (International Business)
JOSEPH PAUL DEMARKEY (Finance)
DANIEL PAUL DESRUISSEAUX (Marketing)
JOHN P. DIoN (Finance)
HARISH DUA (International Business)
LYNN TOMFOHRDE DUSZYNSKI (Marketing)
LAURA ANN ELDREDGE (Management)
JOANNE BETH EPSTEIN (Marketing)
PETER CAMPBELL FABBRI (Management)
ALESSANDRO FERRARI (Finance)
MARIA GARCAO (Management Science)
DAVID SETH GLICKSMAN (Marketing)
JARED GOODFRIEND (Finance)
KEITH ANDREW HALL (Management)
GREGORY EDWARD HANTAK (Management)
ALLAM HUSNI KHALAF (Finance)
THOMAS MORTON KUGEMAN III (Finance)
KELLY SCOTT KUNKLE (Management)
JAMES M. LATHROP II (Management Science)
JONATHAN LEE (Marketing)
MARK ROBERT LEVANDER (Finance)
ANDREW LLOYD LEVY (Accounting)
THOMAS MICHAEL LIDDANE (Management)
GEORGE M. LIVINGSTON III (Finance)
Forty-Six
MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE
CHAIYASIT BODHIPAKSHA
JORGE LUIS CASTILLO




MASTER OF FINE ARTS
BRAD MICHAEL BOURGOYNE, in Art
BRIAN MICHAEL COUGHLIN, in Dramatic Arts:
Acting
GRETCHEN DARROW, in Dramatic Arts: Design
CAMILLE FIELDER DIAMOND, in Dramatic Arts:.
Acting
ROBERT DALE HARRISON, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
DEIDRA LAWAN JOHNSON, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
REBECCA LYNN MCNULTY, in Dramatic Arts:
Puppetry
ANGELA JANE PARKS, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
JENNIFER E. POMPLUN, in Art
HORACE VINCENT ROGERS, in Dramatic Arts:
Acting
DAVID L. ROLDAN, in Art
JASON SETH ROSEN, in Dramatic Arts: Puppetry
RICHARD JONATHAN Ross, in Dramatic Arts: Design
GREGORY SCHUH, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
CRYSTAL GAY TIALA, in Dramatic Arts: Design
KIRK TODD VICHENGRAD, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
MARY ELIZABETH YOST, in Dramatic Arts: Acting
Graduates, August 31, 1994	 !I
DONALD PAUL CURIOSO, in Dramatic Arts:
	 MATTHEW KIRK HUDSON, in Dramatic Arts: Design
Technical Direction
Graduates, December 31, 1994
ROMAN FILIPSKY
DON D. REPELLA
ELLEN A EFFMAN (MUsiC Education)
THOMAS A. LABADORF (Conducting)
AMY JESSICA RANTA (Performance)
SOOHYUN BAE (Performance)
JANET ELLEN BOOTH (Performance)
MASTER OF MUSIC
DANIEL ROBERT RINGUETTE (Performance)
DAVID EARL TERRAY (Performance)
DAVID MICHAEL YARRINGTON (Music Education)
Graduates, August 31, 1994
CYNTHIA VASIL PLUMB (Performance)
Graduates, December 31, 1994
SUSAN GRACE JOHNSTON (Music Education) ALENA M. PAIS (Performance)
Forty-Seven

















Graduates, August 31, 1994
CHRISTINA MARIE DEJESUS
RICHARD J. PICONE
































NASER N. ABDEL-MALAK, in Mechanical
Engineering
SELAM TECHESTE AHDEROM, in Electrical
Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical
Electronics
MARTHA JEAN ARIETTI, in Nursing
AMMAN SAMIR AYAD, in Mechanical Engineering
KATHERINE R. BARAKOS, in Nursing
KENNETH C. BEDNARS, in Biochemistry
ROBERT JON BERKOWITZ, Physiology
PETER ANDREW BLUME, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
JOHN MATTHEW BOETTGER, in Metallurgy
EUGEN ADRIAN BORDEIANU, in Mechanical
Engineering: Manufacturing
JOHN D. BORLA, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
NANCY LEE BORMET, in Nursing
EDWARD GEORGE BORSUK, in Environmental
Engineering
JULIE ANN BOUFFARD, in Statistics
DAWN MARIE BRADWAY, in Biobehavioral Science:
Developmental Psychobiology
ALOIS LUDWIG BUECHERL, in Computer Science
and Engineering
MICHAEL ALBERT BUTKUS, in Environmental
Engineering
JAMES DUFF CAMPBELL, in Mechanical Engineering
SUZANNE T. CHAPLIK, in Nursing
JIANPING CHEN, in Chemical Engineering
SIHUA CHEN, in Mechanical Engineering
XIAOFEN CHEN, in Electrical Engineering: Control
and Communication Systems
YAN CHEN, in Agricultural Economics
ADINA CHRISTIN CHERRY, in Biological
Engineering
KAR DSUN CHIN, in Environmental Engineering
LUNG-YUNG CHU, in Computer Science and
Engineering
KAREN ANN MOLINARI CLARK, in Pathobiology
DAVID R. COLLINS, in Biophysics
SUZANNE M. COLLINS, in Allied Health
JOLENE MARIE CRANE, in Chemical Engineering
JULIETTE MARY CYR, in Physiology: Comparative
Physiology
SUJAY DATTA, in Statistics
HOWARD MICHAEL DELFINER, in Biotechnology
MICHAEL JAMES DEMETRI, in Ocean Engineering
JOEL DOUGLAS DERSTINE, in Mathematics
BRENDAN GORDON DEYO, in Geological Sciences:
Geology
PAULA ANNE DINARDO, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
LISA ANN DION, in Nursing
YVETTE F. DOBRUCK, in Nursing
PAMELA JEAN DONOFRIO, in Statistics
MICHAEL DOUGLAS DONOVAN, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
DEBORA EILEEN DUCH, in Chemical Engineering
LINDA DOROTHEA DUNCAN, in Nursing
BADI EBRAHIMIFARD, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
ANTHONY FERRANDINO, in Biochemistry
PIERRE MICHAEL FIORINI, in Computer Science
and Engineering
JANET MARIE FISCHER, in Nursing
DALE EDWARD FISH, in Computer Science and
Engineering
ZUHAIR MATTOUG GASEM, in Metallurgy
LYNN MARY GASKI, in Nursing
WILLIAM MARK GENDRON, in Mechanical
Engineering
HALEH GHAEMOLSABAHI, in Mathematics
EVELYN WOODMAN GODWIN, in Nursing
LEENA AJIT GOKHALE, in Electrical Engineering
JEFFREY ANDREW GOODMAN, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
JORN GORES, in Physics
SUSAN WALSH GRANT, in Nursing
KATHARINE ANN GRANT-YOUNG, in Chemistry
»AN Gu, in Biotechnology
ROGER A. GULLO, in Civil Engineering:
Transportation and Urban Engineering
DENNIS F. HALLAHAN, in Civil Engineering
PATRICIA A. HALPIN, in Physiology
CHUNMING HAN, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
ALI HARIRI, in Electrical Engineering
KELLY KoPP HATFIELD, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water and Air
DEBORAH ANNE HOPKINS, in Cell Biology
RALPH FREDERICK HOPPIN, in Electrical
Engineering
GEORGE HSIEH, in Statistics
MATTHEW PETER JADAMEC, in Ocean Engineering
JIE JIN, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
KLAUS HOLGER JOHLEN, in Physics
VINOD K. KALIKIRI, in Civil Engineering:
Transportation and Urban Engineering
STEPHAN MICHAEL KAMMERER, in Computer
Science and Engineering
KENT DIRKSEN KASPER, in Mechanical
Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
KEVIN MICHAEL KENNEDY, in Chemical
Engineering
ROBERT R. KERSTEN, in Physics
YuN-Ho KIM, in Chemistry
WESLEY ADAM KIRSCHNER, in Electrical
Engineering
THIAGALINGAM KIRUBARAJAN, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
DIMITRIOS SPYROS KOUFOS, in Chemical
Engineering
CHI KEUNG KWAN, in Electrical Engineering
ABHEY RATTAN LAMBA, in Mechanical Engineering
MAUREEN MCPHEE LEE, in Nursing
MICHAEL JAMES LEMAY, in Mechanical
Engineering: Manufacturing
KAREN K. LIEUALLEN, in Civil Engineering:
Environmental Engineering
CHIEN-HUNG LIN, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
STEPHEN E. LINDSEY, in Metallurgy
WuYI LID, in Physics
Forty-Nine
YIAN-CHENG Du, in Biobehavioral Science:
Neurosciences
LINDA L. MADSON, in Plant Science: Horticulture
ERAJ DEV MANANDHAR, in Biological Engineering
JOHN MAYORCHAK, JR., in Environmental
Engineering
DAVID WAYNE MCKEE, in Metallurgy
MYRON ROY MCKENZIE, in Mechanical
Engineering
THOMAS JOSEPH MCKRELL, in Materials Science:
Corrosion Science
JOHN PETER MCLARNEY, in Mathematics
JOANNE MARIE MENCUCCI, in Physics
RIHONG Mo, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
XIA Mu, in Computer Science and Engineering
SANDRA STEPHANZ MUNN, in Nursing
VENKATESH G. MUTALIK, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
JENNIFER HELEN NATOLI, in Biobehavioral Science:
Hormones and Behavior
DON V. NGUYEN, in Mathematics
HUGH JAMES O'DONNELL, in Metallurgy
CHERYL C. ORDWAY, in Biobehavioral Science:
Neurosciences
CLAUDIA KARINNA OREZZOLI, in Allied Health
DONNA ANN OSTHEIMER, in Pathobiology
MARY PALUMBO, in Environmental Engineering
TOMAS LUIS PEREZ, in Polymer Science
THOMAS MICHAEL PERRON, in Mechanical
Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences
DONALD R. PETERSON, in Mechanical Engineering
LINDA S. PETITPAS, in Ocean Engineering
PHILIPPOS P. PIERIDES, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
JUDY JOETTA POPPALARDO-THIEL, in Nursing
RANDALL L. PORTERFIELD in Ocean Engineering
BALAKUMAR PRASANNAN, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
CLIFFORD RICHARD PUGLIESE, in Environmental
Engineering
JASON RICHARD RACELA, in Animal Science
USHA RAMAN, in Nutritional Science
REBECCA LYNN RAPPAPORT, in Nutritional Science
ERIC BRYAN REED, in Electrical Engineering
YIQIN RUAN, in Plant Science: Horticulture
DIANE SANCHEZ, in Nursing
MYRENE CONSTANCE DUMLAO SANTOS, in
Mathematics: Actuarial Science
ANDREW ASHLEY SARGENT, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
RICHARD R. SARTOR, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
PAUL ANDREW SCHACHT, in Chemical Engineering
KEVIN WALTER SCHLICHTING, in Metallurgy
AMY B. SMITH, in Statistics
STEPHEN PAUL SMITH, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
ASHA SRINIVASAN, in Ecology
JOHNATHAN DAVID STAKE, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water, and Air
ROBERT MARK STANKELIS, in Ecology
THOMAS A. STEAHR, in Mechanical Engineering
LISA ANNE STONE, in Metallurgy
MELISSA DIONNE STROTHER, in Mathematics:
Actuarial Science
KURT THORESEN, in Chemical Engineering
RANDALL LES TRACY, in Ecology
BENJAMIN KHYBER TUCKER, in Chemistry
CAROLINE SUSSMAN TURNER, in Physiology:
Comparative Physiology
HEATHER L. TURNER, in Allied Health
LAURA KATHERINE VAN DYKE, in Nursing
CAROLYN ANN VERDON, in Environmental
Engineering
SALVATORE SEBASTIAN JOHN VINCI, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
ELIZABETH MARY BOGGIO VISONE, in Nursing
TICE R. WALKER, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
STEPHEN EDWARD WATSO, in Metallurgy
KAREN GAYLE WAYLAND, in Natural Resources:
Land Water, and Air
WEI WEI, in Biobehavioral Science:
Neuropsychopharmacology
MICHAEL EDWARD WERBICKI, in Mechanical
Engineering
THERESA WERICK, in Biobehavioral Science:
Behavioral Genetics
DAVID PAUL WESTCOTT, in Environmental
Engineering
BECKETTE JEAN WILLIAMS, in Allied Health
ELIZABETH C. WINKLER, in Nursing
CHARLES RHOADS WINSTON, JR., in Physics
JULIA LYNN WIRCH, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
CARL KIKUTARO WOLL, in Physics
DING XIAo, in Computer Science and Engineering
XIAOHONG XU, in Natural Resources: Land,
Water, and Air
PATRICIA LEINAALA YEE, in Nursing
CHUANGSHI ZHOU, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
THERESA ANN ZWEIG, in Nursing
Graduates, August 31, 1994
JOHN DAVID ANDERSON, in Ocean Engineering
TROY DAVID ANDERSON, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
PHILEMONAS H. ASPRIS, in Chemistry
JOSEPH BADINTER, in Civil Engineering:
Geotechnical Engineering
ALFRED ANTHONY BASILE, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water, and Air
MICHAEL SCOTT BEAUCHENE, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water, and Air
SANJIB BHUYAN, in Agricultural Economics
BRUCE EDWARD BLANCHARD, in Allied Health
ILARIA FORTUNA BORGHESE, in Biobehavioral
Science: Developmental Psychobiology
JEFFREY M. CAMPBELL, in Chemical Engineering
XIAOJUN CAMPBELL, in Mechanical Engineering
KATHERINE JOSEPHINE CARD, in Allied Health
ANURAG CHATURVEDI, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
ANITA B. CHAUDHARI, in Biotechnology
CHRISTOPHER G. COOPER, in Oceanography
ANGELA DI SERIO DE CARRASQUERO, in Computer
Science and Engineering
Fifty
JAMES SCOTT DEFILIPPO, in Mechanical
Engineering
BRADLEY CLARK DICK, in Mechanical Engineering
FELICE DIMASCIO, in Chemical Engineering
DANIEL F. DONAHUE, in Natural Resources: Land,
Water, and Air
LI FENG, in Computer Science and Engineering
ADRIEN CLAUDE FINZI, in Statistics
OLIMPIA FURu, in Plant Science: Horticulture
DONNA MICHELLE GOLDSON, in Allied Health
KEVIN A. GONTOWSKI, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
ROBERT PAUL GROSSO, in Chemistry
IOANNIS NIKOLAOS HADJINIKOLAOU, in Materials
Science: Dental Materials
JF GRANT HALBROOKS, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
CHRISTOPHER J. HANRAHAN, in Biochemistry
MARGARET CRAGO HAUSMAN, in Polymer Science
EDWARD HALLETT HILL III, in Civil Engineering:
Environmental Engineering
SHARON HILL, in Mathematics
BRIAN THOMAS HOLM-HANSEN, in Mechanical
Engineering: Dynamics and Control
Tzu-Yu HUANG, in Cell Biology
SANJAY KALRA, in Computer Science and
Engineering
PAUL JOHN KAMINSKI, in Natural Resources: Land,
Water, and Air
PETER KAPFERER, in Biochemistry
RICHARD STEWART KEARNS, in Materials Science
MARGARET MARY KERENSKY, in Plant Science:
Agronomy
ERROL ETHELBERTH KERR, in Plant Science:
Agronomy
JOHN MICHAEL LALIBERTE, in Chemistry
JOHN HARRIS LEAMON, in Oceanography
KUN-TING LEE, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
DAVID LENTZ, in Civil Engineering: Geotechnical
Engineering
XIAOCHUN LIU, in Electrical Engineering: Control
and Communication Systems
YING LIu, in Agricultural Economics
LI-HAN Lu, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
CAROL LEE MAGLIoccO, in Allied Health
BANI K MALLICK, in Statistics
ALICIA KATHRYN MATHERS, in Agricultural
Economics
ROSEMARY L. MATTUCK, in Civil Engineering:
Environmental Engineering
LEE NATHANIEL METCHICK, in Pharmaceutical
Science. Pharmacology and Toxicology
VALERIE ANN MILLER, in Natural Resources: Land,
Water, and Air
KARTIK S. NATARAJAN, in Biochemistry
LESLIE LEE NICHOLS, in Plant Science: Soil
Science
CHARLES A. NICHOLSON, in Chemistry
RICHARD R. PEPIN, in Statistics
ARUN PRAKASH PRASANNA, in Mechanical
Engineering
VIJAYA RAGHAVAN, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
KAY ANNETTE SALDI, in Civil Engineering
JULIE ANNE SHATTUCK, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
NAIXU SHEN, in Physics
WILLIAM JOHN SIGMUND III, in Ecology
DAVID LYNN SPEAR, in Civil Engineering:
Transportation and Urban Engineering
MICHAEL GENE STROHECKER, in Animal Science
MARK WYETH TIBBETTS, in Microbiology
DAVID ARNOLD TONN, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
JAMES F. VOELKER, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
YAN WAN, in Chemical Engineering
CHUNYING WANG, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
JONAS MATTHEW WINCHELL, in Biochemistry
RUIMING ZHANG, in Chemical Engineering
Xu ZHANG, in Polymer Science
HANJIE ZHAO, in Physics
YAN ZHU, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
Graduates, December 31, 1994
EDWARD GEORGE ADAMSKI, in Mechanical
Engineering: Manufacturing
HEAYOUNG AHN, in Physiology: Endocrinology
NANETTE HUBERT ALEXANDER, in Nursing
PATRICIA AMARANTE, in Biomedical Science:
Pharmacology
CHRISTINE AMOROSSI, in Mathematics
LAURA KIEROL ANDREWS, in Nursing
NANCY W. BARANOWSKI, in Nursing
ROBERT THEODORE BENNETT, in Mechanical
Engineering
KATHLEEN NOLAN BERUBE, in Animal Science:
Physiology of Reproduction
JOHN ANDREW BONDOS, JR., in Geology
WILLIAM THOMAS BRODNITZKI, in Agricultural
Economics
SUSAN BUFFLER, in Plant Science: Agronomy
EMILIE GABRIELLE BURGET, in Biotechnology
THOMAS EDWARD BURKE, in Environmental
Engineering
ANN EVELYN BURZYNSKI, in Nursing
JAMES PATRICK CAGGIANO, in Mathematics
CHRISTIAN THORSTEN CALLEGARI, in Computer
Science and Engineering
SUSAN T. CAPRIO, in Nursing
STEPHEN JOSEPH CAROMILE, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water, and Air
REGINA ANN CHARTIER, in Plant Science:
Landscape Architecture
FEI-LIANG CHIEN, in Mathematics: Actuarial
Science
CHRIS SAM CHRISTOS, in Metallurgy
KRISTIN MARIE COOKE, in Biobehavioral Science:
Developmental Psychobiology
MARGARET B. CRONE, in Nursing
ELIZABETH C. CUSANO, in Nursing
LORI JEAN CYKOWSKI, in Biotechnology
HONG DAI, in Mathematics
LINDA ZAPERT DERESIENSKI, in Nursing
MARK STEVEN DIXON, in Oceanography
CHANDRA SEKHAR DULAM, in Civil Engineering
Fifty-One
CARLOS RAUL ECHEVERRIA, in Mechanical
Engineering
PAUL ALEXANDER FELGATE, in Electrical
Engineering
JULIA PAULINE FISHER, in Biochemistry
JOANNE FIRMIN FLETCHER, in Nursing
ANNETTE MICHELE FRESE, in Oceanography
WEN WAYNE Fu, in Mechanical Engineering:
Design
VASILE M. FURU, in Animal Science
ERIK PETER GEISS, in Physics
DAVID GERALD GEISSERT, in Civil Engineering:
Structural Engineering
REO ANACAN GONZALES, in Mathematics
AHMAD FUAD HASHIM-HISHAM, in Mechanical
Engineering: Manufacturing
PAUL DAVID HEALEY, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
THERESA M. HENDRICKSEN, in Allied Health
ELIZABETH ANNE HERRON, in Metallurgy
SANDRA SAWUTZ HILL, in Chemistry
MARTIN CHARLES HOLT, in Oceanography
MICHELLE MARIE HUDON, in Nursing
RICHARD A. JACOBSON, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water, and Air
HILARIE JONES, in Nursing
SEUNG JAE JUNG, in Biomedical Science:
Neuroscience
SHIVA PRASAD KALISETTY, in Electrical
Engineering: Control and Communication
Systems
CYNTHIA EILEEN KOCISZEWSKI, in Nursing
NANCY ANNE KOVAL, in Nursing
JOANNE M. LACAVA, in Nursing
RUTH E. LAFLAMME, in Nursing
PAUL JOSEPH LAFRANCE, in Environmental
Engineering
LINDA LOWREY LANGLAIS, in Nursing
AIBENG LEE, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
SALLY JEANNE LEED, in Nursing
LISA MARIE LEPONE, in Nursing
GE LI, in Computer Science and Engineering
JUNG-TAI LIN, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
ANN KRISTINE LINDAHL, in Nursing
WEIJUN LING, in Biochemistry
LEI LIU, in Biochemistry
YUEHE LIU, in Electrical Engineering
Kuo-REN Lou, in Statistics
CHRISTINE MARIE MACK, in Biobehavioral Science:
Developmental Psychobiology
RAM SUNDAR MADDALI, in Civil Engineering:
Transportation and Urban Engineering
GARY EDWARD MAGNUSON, in Natural Resources:
Land, Water, and Air
KATHY ANN MAJALIAN, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
MICHELE ANGELA MAREK, in Nursing
RIK MARTINEZ, in Biomedical Science: Molecula
Biology and Biochemistry
NOEL MIRAFLOR, in Chemistry
DAVID ELIOT MOLNAR, in Mathematics
KELLEY LEAHY MORSE, in Pharmaceutical Science
Pharmacology and Toxicology
PATRICIA WARD MURDOCH, in Nursing
GIANLUCA NARDONE, in Agricultural Economics
HAICHENG Nt, in Computer Science and
Engineering
JAMES RAYMOND NICHOLS, JR., in Environmental
Engineering
DEAN PAINCHAUD, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
SUSAN ELIZABETH PASTULA, in Nursing
JAMES B. PERKINS, in Computer Science and
Engineering
JOHN CHARLES PETERSON, in Computer Science
and Engineering
CHRISTINE A. PINETTE, in Nursing
ZUQIANG QIOU, in Statistics
JANET SARAH ROWE, in Nursing
SUSAN SCHMERL, in Nursing
CLIFFORD ALAN SCHUMAN, in Metallurgy
NADINE DOROTHY SELTZER, in Nursing
VIVEK SHARMA, in Mechanical Engineering
HONG SHENG, in Mathematics
ROSHAN B. SHRESTHA, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
MELINDA SMITH, in Nursing
GWI-RYONG SON, in Nursing
LESLEY RUTH SWEENEY, in Civil Engineering:
Geotechnical Engineering
MARIA KOTTAS TACKETT, in Nursing
ABDOURAHMANE THIAM, in Agricultural Economics
 TRATTNER, in Biobehavioral Science:
Behavioral Genetics
MARAT VALIEV, in Physics
MURATA K. WAMULUME, in Agricultural Economics
XINGSHENG WANG, in Oceanography
YAQING WANG, in Mechanical Engineering
ANNA MARGRET WIEDELER, in Allied Health
ALEXANDRA LIPSETT WIGGLESWORTH, in Allied
Health
JIN XIA, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
YOUZHI EUGENE Xu, in Polymer Science
STEVEN PHILIP YONCHAK, in Civil Engineering:
Transportation and Urban Engineering
HUI ZHANG, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
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PAUL J. BOTTICELLO, JR.
JAIME CARON
MAUREEN KELLY DONEGAN




























THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS IN EDUCATION
The Professional Diploma in Education is awarded for the completion of an
approved program of study beyond the master's degree directed toward special-
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WILLIAM MICHAEL O'DONNELL III
PETER STEPHEN OLSON
TASOS C. PAINDIRIS
ANTHONY MICHAEL PALAllOLO, JR.
HUGUET P.C. PAMEIJER
FLORENCE EYVONNE PARKER
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JOE ORVARD LITTLEJOHN, JR.
PETER SOLOMON MARSHALL










JOSEPH ANTHONY PAOLILLO, JR.
JENNIFER MARY PAPA
PHILLIP ANTHONY PERRY





























The parenthetical indication of a conferral date following a degree recipient's name
signifies confirmed completion of degree requirements. If no conferral date is indicated,
completion of degree requirements could not be confirmed at press time. Conferral of a
degree is contingent upon verification by The Graduate School that a student has
completed all requirements.
THOMAS MICHAEL ABBRUZZESE, in Educational Studies: History and Philosophy of Education
Major Advisor: Frank A. Stone
Doctorat Dissertation: The Public School Leadership of Two Recent Connecticut State Education
Commissioners
KAREN RONNIE ABRAMS, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ors, Karan
Doctoral Dissertation: Consumer Choice as a Predictor of Job Satisfaction and Supervisor Rating for
People with Disabilities
HAMID REZA ADIBJAHROMI, in Civil Engineering: Applied Mechanics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Ramesh B. Malla
Doctoral Dissertations Passive Damping of Trusses with Tubular Members
SIDDHARTH JAYANT ADVANT, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Devendra Kalonia
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Solution Environment on the Stability and Aggregation of
Recombinant Human Interleukin-2
SANDRA GIAMPETRUZZI AFFENITO, in Nutritional Science (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Cynthia H. Adams
Doctoral Dissertation: Identification and Characterization of Eating Disorders in Young Adult Women
with Insulin-Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM)
SARAH APPLETON AGUIAR, in English (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Lynn Z. Bloom
Doctoral Dissertation: Peripheral Visions: Postmodern Community in Contemporary Feminist Writing
MARYAM FOTOVAT AHMADI, in Chemistry (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: James Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigation of Catalytic Films by Molecular Spectroscopy and Photochemical
Reactivity
HABIB AHMED, in Economics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Stephen M. Miller
Doctoral Dissertation: Monetary Policies in Multisectoral Open Economies
EMMANUEL IKECHI S. AJUZIE, in Agricultural Economics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Marilyn A. Altobello
Doctoral Dissertation: Pollution and Public Regulation: Their Effect on Social Welfare, Productivity
Growth, and Policy in the Long Island Sound Oyster Industry
YIORGOS APOSTOLOPOULOs, in Sociology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Andrew Yiannakis
Doctoral Dissertation: The Perceived Effects of Tourism-Industry Development: A Comparison of Two
Hellenic Islands
CHRISTOPHER OsEI TUTU APPIAH, in Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Arthur D. Roberts
Doctoral Dissertation: Expanding the Literature Curriculum in English-Speaking West African
Secondary and Post-Secondary Schools
EMMA H. ASUNCION, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Challa V. Kumar
Doctoral Dissertation: Design of Sequence Specific Probes for DNA
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STEPHEN A. AUSTIN, in Mechanical Engineering: Fluid Dynamics
Major Advisor: Lee S. Langston
Doctoral Dissertation: A Bingham Flow Model to Simulate the Damping of an Electrorheological Fluid
BARBARA BARCELLO AVERY, in Curriculum and Instruction (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Judith A. Meagher
Doctoral Dissertation: Actual and Ideal Role Functions of Elementary School Instructional
Consultants in the State of Connecticut
HONGYANG BAO, in Metallurgy (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Arthur J. McEvily
Doctoral Dissertation: Thickness Effects on Fatigue Crack Growth
NELS E BARRETT, in Ecology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Antoni W. Damman
Doctoral Dissertation: Vegetation Patch Dynamics in Freshwater Tidal Wetlands
DAVID BRYANT BATT, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Gordon G. Carmichael
Doctoral Dissertation: Polyoma Virus Late Pre-mRNA Processing
RICHARD S. BEDLACK, JR., in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Leslie M. Loew
Doctoral Dissertation: Electric Field-Guided Neurite Growth: A Proposed Mechanism Involving
Localized Membrane Depolarizations, Localized Calcium Increases and Biased Filopodia
ANDREW SCOTT BEEDLE, in Philosophy (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Crawford L. Elder
Doctoral Dissertation: Necessity Naturalized: A Critique of Modal Realism
ALEXANDRA ALICE BELL, in Adult and Vocational Education (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Sheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Associated with Time Loss from Work Following a Work-Compensable
Injury
MARILYN JARMAN BERLINER, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Roman Solecki
Doctoral Dissertation: Wave Propagation in a Fluid-Loaded, Homogeneous, Transversely Isotropic,
Elastic Cylinder of Arbitrary Thickness
CATHERINE ROBB BEVIER, in Ecology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Kentwood D. Wells
Doctoral Dissertation: Physiological Constraints on Calling Activity in Neotropical Frogs
JAMES LLOYD BIERSTAKER, in Business Administration: Accounting (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Stanley F. Biggs
Doctoral Dissertation: Performance in Internal Control Evaluation: The Importance of the
Documentation Format and Domain Knowledge
ERIC M. BILLINGS, in Biophysics
Major Advisor: James R. Knox
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interaction of Beta-lactams and Beta-lactam Binding Enzymes:
A Computational Study Using Molecular Modeling, Semi-Empirical and ab initio Methods
WILLIAM M. Balls, in Biomedical Science: Developmental Biology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Bruce A. White
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on the Regulation of Prolactin (PRL) Gene Expression in Rat Pituitary
Tumor Cells
KERRY THOMAS BLANCHARD, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacology and Toxicology (December 31,
1994)
Major Advisor: John B. Morris
Doctoral Dissertation: Pulmonary Responses to Cyclopentadienyl Manganese Tricarbonyl
DEBORAH JANE BLOOD, in Communication Science: Communication Processes and Marketing
Communication
Major Advisor: J. Ronald Milaysky
Doctoral Dissertation: Economic Headline News, Consumer Confidence, Presidential Popularity, and
the State of the Economy: A Study of Their Dynamic Interrelationship, 1978-1993
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JENNIFER DEBOLT BROOKS, in Biomedical Science: Oral Biology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Marvin L. Tanzer
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Tenascin in Chondrogenesis in the Avian Limb
HENGFENG CAI, in Metallurgy
Major Advisor: Arthur J. McEvily
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms of Fatigue Crack Growth of 1018 in Air and Vacuum
PETER DE HAVEN CALDWELL, in Economics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Fred V. Carstensen
Doctoral Dissertation: Whisky-Manure Engines and "Haut, Fiery Gouts": The Scotch Whiskey Industy
and Its Causal Relation to Scotland's Economic Transformation
BARBARA STEHMAN CAMPBELL, in Educational Administration (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Paula A. Cordeiro
Doctoral Dissertation: High School Principal Roles and Implementation Themes for Mainstreamin
Information Literacy Instruction
MARY RAMEAKA CAMPBELL, in Music (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Glenn Stanley
Doctoral Dissertation: Tonal Reform or Radical Tonality? A Study of Neoromanticism in American
Music, with an Emphasis on the Music and Thought of George Rothberg, David Del Tredici,
and Stephen Albert
NANCY MARCUCCI CAPPELLO, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Patrick B. Mullarney
Doctoral Dissertation: School Choice: Four Case Studies of Home School Families in Connecticut
RICHARD ELLIS CARMELICH, JR., in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Edward F. Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of What Successful Connecticut Suburban High School Principals Do
to Enhance Teaching and Learning in Schools
Jost. VICENTE CARRASQUERO, in Political Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: David E. RePass
Doctoral Dissertation: Legitimacy and Popular Support for the Democratic Political System in
Venezuela
PAUL WILLIAM CASCELLA, in Special Education (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ory Karan
Doctoral Dissertation: Understanding Communication in Context: An Ethnographic Inquiry of
Communication Style among Adults with Mental Retardation
BENEDICT JOHN CHAMBERS, in Animal Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Norman W. Klein
Doctoral Dissertation: Laminin Antibodies in Development and Reproduction: Etiology, Epitopes and
Mechanisms
KIM O. CHAMBERS, in Family Studies (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: L. Eugene Thomas
Doctoral Dissertation: Gender Similarities and Differences in Young Adult Student Leaders :
Qualitative and Quantitative Views
RICHARD CHAPELL, in Pharmaceutical Science: Neurosciences (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Philip Rosenberg
Doctoral Dissertation: Specificity of (i-Bungarotoxin, and a Possible Mechanism of Its Action
HUANFENG CHEN, in Biophysics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Debra Kendall
Doctoral Dissertation: Design of Artificial Transmembrane Segments: Considerations for Membrane
Insertion, Translocation, and Orientation
XIAOFEN CHEN, in Communication Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Marion Cohen
Doctoral Dissertation: Monaural Echo Suppression Factors Influencing Detection of a Delayed Signal
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YONGHONG CHEN, in Mathematics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Michael Neumann
Doctoral Dissertation: Sign Patterns of Generalized Inverses of M-Matrix
YUE CHEN, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Paull McKenna
Doctoral Dissertation: Numerical Variational Methods for Approximating Travelling Waves in
Nonlinearly Suspended Beam
JAI-HYOUNG CHO, in Linguistics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: Scrambling in Korean: Crossover, Reconstruction and Binding Theory
JEON-KEUN CHO, in Communication Science (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Ronald J. Milvasky
Doctoral Dissertation: An Examination of the Attitudinal Effects of Comparative vs. Noncomparative
Advertising and Their Causal Paths in the Context of Message Sidedness and Product
Involvement
YOUNG-KWON CHO, in Economics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Steven R. Cunningham
Doctoral Dissertation: Stock Market Volatility, Efficiency, and Margin Requirements: The Case of
Korea
JUNCHUL CHUN, in Computer Science and Engineering (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Ian R. Greenshields
Doctoral Dissertation: Classification of Multi-Echo MR Images Using Gibbs Distributions
SEONG SOOK SOH CHUNG, in Nutritional Science (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Jeffrey R. Backstrand
Doctoral Dissertation: Food Habits of Koreans in New Haven
RANDALL ANTHONY CLACK, in English (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: John Gatta
Doctoral Dissertation: The Phoenix Rising: Alchemical Imagination in the Works of Edward Taylor,
Edgar Allan Poe, and Nathaniel Hawthorne
FELIX G. COE, in Botany: Plant Systematics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Gregory T. Anderson
Doctoral Dissertation: Ethnobotany of the Garífuna of Eastern Nicaragua
JEFFREY MARK COHEN, in Mechanical Engineering: Energy and Thermal Sciences (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: John Bennett
Doctoral Dissertation: Transient Flow Over a Backward-Facing Step
WILLIAM J. CONGERO, in Educational Psychology: Evaluation and Measurement (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Robert K. Gable
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Two Methods Used to Estimate Decision Consistency
JOHN HENRY CoNTOIs, in Nutritional Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Carol J. Lammi-Keefe
Doctoral Dissertation: Lipids, Apolipoproteins A-I and B, and Lipoprotein(A): Relationships to Diet
and Cardiovascular Disease in the Elderly—The Framingham Heart Study
CORBY A. COPERTHWAITE, in Professional Higher Education Administration (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Donald L. Thompson
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Self-Esteem, Locus of Control, and Background Factors on
College Students' Choice of an Academic Major
MARGUERITE MAY CORDWELL, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: William W. Jellema
Doctoral Dissertation: Institutionally-Related Foundations—Issues of Autonomy and Independence:
An Analysis of Selected Components of a National Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE) Survey
KEITH STUART COULTER, in Business Administration: Marketing (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Murphy A. Sewall
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Program Context on Reactions to Embedded Ads: An Integrative
Model
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Mechanisms of Transcription Antitermination in Bacteriophage
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NANCY HERTZOG COVELL, in Psychology: Clinical (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: George J. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: Condom Expectancies, Assertiveness, and Sexual Guilt as Predictors of
Reported Condom Use
RICHARD FRANCIS CRANE, in History: Modern European (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ronald E. Coons
Doctoral Dissertation: The French Conscience of General Louis Eugene Faucher: Honor,
Appeasement, and Resistance, 1919-1945
CHUAN LIANG Cul, in Mechanical Engineering: Fluid Dynamics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Lee S. Langston
Doctoral Dissertation: Experimental Investigation of Thermo-Fluid Effects in the Grinding Zone
JosEPH PATRICK CULLEN, in Special Education (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Stanley F. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Predicting Independence-Oriented Practices and Attitudes among Service
Providers to College Students with Learning Disabilities
SOMNATH DEB, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Krishna Pattipati
Doctoral Dissertation: Multisensor-Multitarget Data Association for Tracking
SHELLEY GREITNER DE MAINTENON, in Curriculum and Instruction (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Arthur D. Roberts
Doctoral Dissertation: Teacher Preparedness to Work in Multiethnic Settings: Implications for
Teacher Education
ROBERT ANTHONY DEROBBIO, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Edward F. Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Accounting for Burnout among Secondary School Teachers
DONALD GEORGE DESANTIS, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Thomas B. Goodkind
Doctoral Dissertation: Honesty in School: The Effect of Knowledge of the Impropriety, Nature, and
Harmful Consequences of Cheating upon Sixth Grade Student Behaviors
FRANCINE ESRIG DEUTSCH, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: A Test of Noe's Training Effectiveness Model: A Revision and Expansion
ROBIN BLOCK DEVIN, in Anthropology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Pertti J. Pelto
Doctoral Dissertation: Women's Work and Child Health in Rural Haiti
JOSEPH ANTHONY DEVITO,
1994)
Major Advisor: Asis K.
Doctoral Dissertation:
Lambda
in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (December 31,
LISA CLARE DIERKER, in Psychology: Child and Developmental (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Barbara Sanders
Doctoral Dissertation: Developmental and Individual Differences in Children's Ability to Distinguish
Reality from Fantasy
PHILIP JOSEPH DIIORIO, in Ecology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Roland J. Schultz
Doctoral Dissertation: Heat Shock Proteins and Acquired Thermotolerance in Species and
Hemiclones of the Livebearing Fish, Poeciliopsis
ABDouLAYE DIoP, in Agricultural Economics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Tsoung-Chao Lee
Doctoral Dissertation: Agricultural Supply Response and the Impact of Rural Infrastructure: The Case
of Senegal 	 -
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SUZANNE MILLER DORNEY, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Thomas J. Peters
Doctoral Dissertation: Maintaining Equivalent Topological Form in Tolerance Modeling
BRUCE EARL DOUGLAS, in Educational Administration (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: John Brubacher
Doctoral Dissertation: Teacher Burnout: The Interrelationship among Psychological, Institutional,
and Environmental Factors
RAMONA CHRISTINE DOUTE, in Biomedical Science: Developmental Biology
Major Advisor: Stephen H. Clark
Doctoral Dissertation: Tight-skin and Tight-skin 2: Phenotypic and Genotypic Characterization of Two
Murine Mutations Involving Connective Tissue
ZHIFANG Du, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Matthew S. Mashikian
Doctoral Dissertation: Estimating and Pinpointing Partial Discharge Locations on Shielded Power
Cables—Parameter Estimation and Instrumentation
CELIA ROSE DUKE-MORAN, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Chauncy N. Rucker
Doctoral Dissertation: Methodology in Studying Newspaper Coverage of Persons with Disabilities
MICHELLE ELYSE DUNN, in Biobehavioral Science: Neurosciences (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Enrico Mugnaini
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of Purkinje Neurons in Dissociated Cerebellar Cultures: A
Morphological Analysis at Light and Electron Microscopic Levels and an Inquiry into
Underlying Mechanisms
BARRY MARTIN DUnN, in Metallurgy (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: John E. Morral
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling Vacuum Carburizing with the Finite Element Method
MELISSA ANNE DURSTIN, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ramadan I. Sha'afi
Doctoral Dissertation: Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor: Potentiation of Response
to fMET-LEU-PHE
'CANDACE EINBECK, in German (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Barbara Wright
Doctoral Dissertation: Learning Styles and Successful Language Learning: The Case of German for
Engineers at the University of Rhode Island
RICHARD DUNCAN ELY III, in Agricultural Economics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Boris E. Bravo-Ureta
Doctoral Dissertation: Does Community Matter? A Theoretical and Empirical Study in Rural Mexico
ROSEMARY FAMA, in Psychology: Clinical (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Fein
Doctoral Dissertation: Cognitive Deficits in Parkinson's Disease
ROYA FARHoosH, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Harry A. Frank
Doctoral Dissertation: The Roles of Carotenoids in Photosynthesis: Light-Harvesting and Protection
KATALIN ILONA FARKAs, in Political Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Cyrus E. Zirakzadeh
Doctoral Dissertation: Decentralization and Democratization: The Case of Hungary
MARIBEL FELICIANO, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuromorphology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Enrico Mugnaini
Doctoral Dissertation: Descending Projections from the Auditory Neocortex to Midbrain and
Brainstem Auditory Nuclei: A Neurochemical and Light and Electron Microscopic Study
MAUREEN C. FERRAN, in Genetics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Jean Lucas-Leonard
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Interferon Gene Expression by Vesicular Stomatitis Virus
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LISA FERRO, in Linguistics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: David Michaels
Doctoral Dissertation: A Cross-Linguistic Study of Phonotactics and Vowel Length
JEFFREY THOMAS FIELDS, in Polymer Science (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: James P. Bell
Doctoral Dissertation: Adhesion to Low Surface Energy Polymers through Interpenetration
KARIN CHRISTINE FIGUEROA, in Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: George J. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships among Arousal, Perception of Emotions, and Anxiety Sensitivity
in Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
JULIE FITZMAURICE, in Business Administration: Marketing (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Murphy A. Sewall
Doctoral Dissertation: Individual Action Potential: Measurement and Predictors
JAMES HUDSON FORSYtHE, in Anthropology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Pertti J. Pelto
Doctoral Dissertation: Chaos, Complexity and Cybernetics Associated with HIV Risk Taking among
Injection Drug Users
CHRISTINE DOYLE FRANCIS, in English (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Michael Meyer
Doctoral Dissertation: Transatlantic Translations: Louisa May Alcott and Charlotte Bronte
KIMBERLY A. FREUDIGMAN, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Evelyn B. Thoman
Doctoral Dissertation: Neonatal Sleep as an Indicator of Perinatal Events and as a Predictor of Later
Developmental Status
JANET LINDA FROST, in Biochemistry (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Judith A. Kelly
Doctoral Dissertation: Structural Studies of the Enzyme D-Alanyl-D-Alanine Carboxypeptidase from
Bacillus stearothermophilus
PAULINE TERESE FUsco, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Edward F. Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of What Successful Connecticut Urban Elementary School Principals
Do to Enhance Teaching and Learning in Their Schools
GEORGE ANDREW GALE, in Ecology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: George A. Clark, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Habitat Selection in the Worm-Eating Warbler (Helmitheros vermivorus): Testing
on Different Spatial Scales
CAROLE CHARLOTTE GALLUCCI, in Italian (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert S. Dombroski
Doctoral Dissertation: Constructing and Constraining the Feminine: Fascist Ideology and Women's
Fiction in Italy
ZHONGXUE GAN, in Mechanical Engineering (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: John A. Webster
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamic Analysis and Lobing Control in Shoe Centerless Grinding
DONGEEN GAO, in Environmental Engineering (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Jana B. Milford
Doctoral Dissertation: Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analysis in Chemical Mechanisms for Air Quality
Modeling
RICHARD ATAMIAN GARABEDIAN, in Sport, Leisure, and Exercise Science (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: David N. Camaione
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Health-Promoting Attitudes and Exercise in the
Elderly
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HEATHER JULIE GIBSON, in Sport, Leisure, and Exercise Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Andrew Yiannakis
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Predictors of Tourist Role Preference for Men and Women over the
Adult Life Course
FLOY ANNETTE GILCHRIST, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Chi-Kuang Huang
Doctoral Dissertation: The Characterization of PTPIC in Human Neutrophils and Human Myeloid
HL-60 Cells
GERSON MALCOLM GOLDBERG, in Business Administration: Finance (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: John M. Clapp
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimal Portfolio Allocation of a Lumpy Asset in the Presence of Transaction
Costs
GLENN FREDERICK VIAPLANA GORDON, in Chemical Engineering (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Montgomery T. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Flow-Induced Phase Transitions in Liquid Crystalline Polymer Solutions
LAURIE L. GORDY, in Sociology (December M, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ronald L. Taylor
Doctoral Dissertation: Which Side of the Tracks Are You On? The Politics of Tracking in an American
Secondary School
Gry GOUNILI, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: James F. Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Influence of Micelles and Microemulsions on the Redox Behavior of 1-Alkyl-4-
Carbomethoxypyridinium Ions and Amphiphilic Ferrocenes
ZBIGNIEW MIECZYSLAw GRABOWSKI, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Eric H. Jordan
Doctoral Dissertation: Transient Heat Conduction Properties of Composites with Periodic
Microstructure
TIMOTHY TODD GROVE, in Physics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Philip L. Gould
Doctoral Dissertation: Rectified Forces in Rubidium
REBECCA GUISTo, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: James D. Stuart
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Use of Rapid Analytical Methods for the Determination of
the Fate and Effects of Contaminants in Ground Water
ZIBIN GUo, in Anthropology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Pertti J. Pelto
Doctoral Dissertation: Health, Medicine, and Beliefs—Chinese American Elderly in a Developing
Multi-Cultural Urban Community
IOANNIS NIKOLAOS HADJINIKOLAoU, in Materials Science: Dental Materials (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: A. Jon Goldberg
Doctoral Dissertation: Fiber-Reinforced Thermoplastic Composites for Dental Applications
SUSAN HOWARD HAGEMAN, in Nutritional Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Richard M. Clark
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Alpha-Tocopherol and Lipid Unsaturation on Absorption of
Canthaxanthin in the Rat
HILARY SUSAN HALL, in Curriculum and Instruction (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Judith A. Meagher
Doctoral Dissertation: Future Trends in Nursing Practice and Nursing Education: A Delphi Probe of
Change to 2015
JENNIFER ANNE HALL, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Donald L. Mosher
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Validation of a Scale to Measure Hyperfemininity: The
Madonna Scale
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MARGARITA HALPINE, in Comparative Literature (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor.: Nelson R. Orringer
Doctoral Dissertation: The Family as Aesthetic Category in the Picaresque
LEONARD WEST HARDISTY, in Educational Studies: History and Philosophy of Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Frank A. Stone
Doctoral Dissertation: Teacher Education for Americanizing Immigrants in the Public Schools, 1871-
1920: The Rhode Island Normal School Programs
ARLENE SMART HARRIS, in Psychology: Social (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Amerigo Farina
Doctoral Dissertation: Racial Perceptions and Expectations About Success
SANDRA LEE HASTINGS, in Adult and Vocational Education (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Alfred J. Mannebach
Doctoral Dissertation: Transfer of Training: The Impact of Supervisory Support, Supervisory
Involvement, Situational Constraints, and Self-Efficacy on the Application of Technical Skills
Training
LUNG-HUA Ho, in Polymer Science (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Samuel J. Huang
Doctoral Dissertation: Poly(Amide-Ester)s Derived from a-Amino Acids
MIRA HONG, in Biochemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Edward A. Khairallah
Doctoral Dissertation: The Covalent Binding of Acetaminophen to Nuclear Proteins and the
Mechanisms Underlying Hepatotoxicity
CARYL MORNER, in Psychology: Social (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor David A. Kenny
Doctoral Dissertation: We're Just Friends: Comparison of Same-Sex and Platonic Cross-Sex
Friendships
HIROTO HOSHI, in Linguistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Mamoru Saito
Doctoral Dissertation: Passive, Causative, and Light Verbs: A Study on Theta Role Assignment
XIAOWEN HU, in Economics
Major Advisor: Subash Ray
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays in Non-Parametric Production Efficiency Analysis
ANNA KATHERINE HULTQUIST, in Adult and Vocational Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Sheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: The Systemic Learning Environment of the Dual-Career Couple: A Function of
the System's Stress-Management Learning Process and Its Impact on the Quality-of-Life
LISA DOOLITTLE HUMPHREYS, in Mathematics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Patrick J. McKenna
Doctoral Dissertation: Numerical and Theoretical Results on Large Amplitude Periodic Solutions of a
Suspension Bridge Equation
ROBIN PARISH HYDE-DERUYSCHER, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (August 31,
1994)
Major Advisor: Gordon G. Carmichael
Doctoral Dissertation: The Control of Polyomavirus Late Gene Expression
EVAN WALL INGERSOLL, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Evelyn B. Thoman
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of the Breathing Bear on the Neurobehavioral Development of
Premature Infants; and an Examination of the Reliability and Predictive Validity of Infant-
Controlled Visual Habituation at 6 Months
NORMA FORTIER INGRAM, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor Thomas J. Kehle
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Affect Decoding and Encoding in the Social Relationships of
Children with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
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VENKATA RAMAPRASAD IRAGAVARAPU, in Mechanical Engineering (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Negat Olgac
Doctoral Dissertation: Robust Control of Non-Linear Systems via Adaptive Sliding Mode Technique
CARLOS Z. JARAMILLO, in Business Administration: Finance (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Carmelo Giaccotto
Doctoral Dissertation: The Pricing of Latin Syndicated Loans: An Application of the Arbitrage Pricing
Theory
GARLAND JEN, in Polymer Science (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Chong Sook P. Sung
Doctoral Dissertation: Spectroscopic Investigation of the One Step Synthesis of a Model Polyimide
WEI JI, in Environmental Engineering (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: David P. Ahlfeld
Doctoral Dissertation: Air Sparging: Experimental and Theoretical Analysis of Flow and Numerical
Modeling of Mass Transfer
SURABHI LAKSHMINARASIMHACHAR KADAMBE, in Economics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Kathleen Sergerson
Doctoral Dissertation: Pollution Control in the Presence of Non-Random Errors
BETH ANN KATZ, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Mark R. Shibles
Doctoral Dissertation: Middle Schools and Traditional Intermediate Schools: A Comparative Study of
Self-Concept of Eighth Grade Students
LEONARD J. KELLY, in Professional Higher Education Administration (August 31, 1994)
Co-Major Advisors: William W. Jellema and Donald L. Thompson
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Related to Success and Retention at the United States Coast Guard
Academy
SAEED MAHMOOD KHAN, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics (December
31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Rajeev Bansal
Doctoral Dissertation: The Propagation and Scattering of EM Waves in Electrically Large Ducts
NEIL PATRICK KILCOIN, in Genetics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Jean Lucas-Lenard
Doctoral Dissertation: Basis for the Inhibition of Translation In Vitro by the Mengovirus 5' UTR
EUHEE KIM, in Mathematics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Yung S. Choi
Doctoral Dissertation: Long-Time Behavior of Solutions of a Multi-Dimensional Electrophoretic
Model with a Single Reaction
SUNGjoo KIM, in Computer Science
Major Advisor: Howard A. Sholl
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling and Allocation for Distributed, Real-Time Software Systems
TAE-SUK KIM, in Nutritional Science (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Hedley C. Freake
Doctoral Dissertation: Tissue Specific Regulation of Lipogenic Gene Expression by High
Carbohydrate Diet and Starvation
MARCO ANTONIO KINSELLA, in Technical and Industrial Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Alfred J. Mannebach
Doctoral Dissertation: Predictors of Performance of Graduates of Pre-College Enrichment Programs
JILL SHARON KLAYMAN, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Donald L. Mosher
Doctoral Dissertation: Sexual Involvement: The Match between Scenes and Scripts
HERBERT ERNEST KLEI, in Biophysics (May 21,  1995)
Major Advisor: Judith A. Kelly
Doctoral Dissertation: The Purification, Crystallization, and Characterization of the Enzyme Penicillin
G Acylase from Providencia rettgeri
Sixty-Seven
RHEA MERLE KLEIN, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Miriam Cherkes-Julkowski
Doctoral Dissertation: Learning, Verbal Ability, and Knowledge Acquisition: An Investigation of the
Relationship of Information, Perception, Knowledge, and Verbal Ability among Children with
Language-Based Learning Disabilities
NANCY MATTOON KLINE, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Arthur D. Roberts
Doctoral Dissertation: Technological Change and Bibliographic Instruction: A Delphi Study of
American Academic Librarians' Views
DAVID R. KNIBBS, in Pathobiology: Pathology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor Herbert J. Van Kruiningen
Doctoral Dissertation: An Ultrastructural Search for Viruses in Crohn's Disease
BRIAN DOUGLAS KOBERLEIN, in Physics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ronald L. Mallett
Doctoral Dissertation: Radiating Charged Black Holes in an Inflationary Universe
MARY LOUISE KRANYAK, in Nutritional Science (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert K. Gable
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships among Preadolescents' and Adolescents' Attitudes toward
Television Cereal Commercials and Their Cereal Consumption Behaviors: An Analysis Using
Structural Equation Modeling
ELLIOT H. KRAUT, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Charles W. Case
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the School Prayer Controversy Since 1962 and Its Effect on the
. Balance between Church and State
DIANE MARTHA KRUMREY, in English (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: John Gatta
Doctoral Dissertation: The Eloquent Savage in Early American Narrative
MARIA FABIANA KUBKE in Physiology: Neurosciences (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Lynn T Landmesser
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Activity in the Formation of Intramuscular Nerve Branches during
the Period of Naturally Occurring Cell Death
JI-Fu KUNG, in Materials Science: Metallurgy (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor James M. Galligan
Doctoral Dissertation: Collective Behavior of Dislocations
MARK EDWARD LABADIA, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Chi-Kuang Huang
Doctoral Dissertation: Identification of Potential Phosphorylation Sites within the Carboxyl-Terminus
of the Human Neutrophil p47phox Protein
RONALD BRUCE LACoMB, in Electrical Engineering (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Faquir Jain
Doctoral Dissertation: Design and Fabrication of Resonant Tunneling Transistor Lasers
REIFF STAUFFER LAFLEUR, in Mathematics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: William J. Wickless
Doctoral Dissertation: On Cotypesets of Finite Rank Torsion-Free Abelian Groups
JANICE MARIE HAUSENBAUER LAPLANTE, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology
Major Advisor: Flavia O'Rourke
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Characterization of a Protein Involved in the Regulation of Calcium
Release by Inositol 1,4,5-Trisphosphate
LAURA LOUISE LARSON, in English (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: John Gatta
Doctoral Dissertation: The Tradition of Meditative Poetry in America
LAURA JEAN LEBARRON, in Polymer Science. (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Samuel J. Huang
Doctoral Dissertation: Polymerization and Characterization of Diallyl-Diallyl and Diallyl-Vinyl
Networks Based on CR-39
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CHANGHWAN LEE, in Computer Science (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Dong-Guk Shin
Doctoral Dissertation: A Hybrid Approach for Classification Learning from Databases
CHEOL LEE, in Economics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: C. Paul Hallwood
Doctoral Dissertation: Currency Substitution and a Broader Definition of Money: The Case of Korea
HSIUNG-HUEI LEE, in Educational Studies: History and Philosophy of Education (May 21,, 1995)
Major Advisor: Timothy G. Reagan
Doctoral Dissertation: Education in Taiwan during the Ch'ing Dynasty, 1683-1895: A Case Study in
Cultural Colonialism?
RHANGHVEYUN K. LEE, in Linguistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: Economy of Representation
JANN HARPER LEPPIEN, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Joseph S. Renzulli
Doctoral Dissertation: The Paradox of Academic Achievement in High Ability, African American,
Female Students in an Urban Elementary School
BRENDA ELAYNE LERNER, in Professional Higher Education Administration
Major Advisor: William F. Brazziel
Doctoral Dissertation: Staffing Patterns of Women Administrators in Colleges and Universities
MAURICE JosEPH LEVESQUE III, in Psychology: Social (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Charles A. Lowe
Doctoral Dissertation: Excuses as a Method of Impression Management: Toward an Understanding of
the Determinants of Excuse Effectiveness
YUANQIAN LI, in Mathematics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: William Abikoff
Doctoral Dissertation: The Limit Theorems in Reflected Brownian Motions and in Markov Chains
Associated with Iterated Function System
DAVID ALLAN LIEBLICH, in Geology
Major Advisor: Vernon F. Cormier
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling D ry Cracked Rock as an Anelastic, Anisotropic, Equivalent Medium
SONYUAN LIN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Medicinal Chemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Alexandros Makriyannis
Doctoral Dissertation: Part I—Synthesis of Alkyl Phospholipids and Some Antineoplastic Analogs; Part
II—Tetrahydrocannabinoid and Anandamide Analogs as Ligands for the Cannabinoid
Receptors
KATHLEEN MILLS LONG, in Adult and Vocational Education (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Barry A. Goff
Doctoral Dissertation: Help-Seeking in Adult Learning Environments
CHUNSHENG Lu, in Plant Science: Plant Breeding (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Mark P. Bridgen
Doctoral Dissertation: Conventional and Biotechnological Approaches for the Genetic Improvement
of Alstroemeria
MINGQI Lu, in Physiology: Comparative Physiology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: James L. Renfro
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms and Control of Transepithelial Phosphate Transport by Winter
Flounder Renal Proximal Tubule Primary Monolayer Cultures
ZHANGNING LU, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
Major Advisor: Rajeev Bansal
Doctoral Dissertation: Hybrid Approaches for Analyzing Electromagnetic Wave Propagation and
Scattering in Waveguides
MARK HOWARD LUCAS, in Technical and Industrial Education
Major Advisor: Alfred Mannebach
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Connecticut School Superintendents' Knowledge Of
and Attitudes toward Distance Education
Sixty-Nine
LAURIE ANN LUCCHINA, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Ann M. Ferris
Doctoral Dissertation: 6-N-Propylthiouracil Status: Genetic Determinant of Diet-Related Behaviors and
Nutritional Status in Older Females
DONALD LUKASZEK, in Physics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: George H. Rawitscher
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Antisymmetrisation in N-' 6 0 Scattering
PING Luo, in Metallurgy
Major Advisor: Peter R. Strutt
Doctoral Dissertation. Thermo-Chemical Synthesis of Nano-Structured Composite Materials
ELLEN KASPER MAILHOT, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: Incumbents as Job Experts: Effects of Individual and Group Characteristics on
Job Analysis Ratings
BANI K. MALLICK, in Statistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Alan E. Gelfand
Doctoral Dissertation: Bayesian Modeling Incorporating Unknown Monotone Functions
NANCY ANN MANDELL, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: William W. Jellema
Doctoral Dissertation: Integration of Community Service with Academic Courses in Connecticut
Institutions of Higher Education
LISA MARIE MAZZARO, in Nutritional Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Richard N. Clark
Doctoral Dissertation: Retinol and Alpha-Tocopherol Utilization by Captive Pinnipeds
STUART HENRY MCKAMEY, in Entomology: Systematics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: David L. Wagner
Doctoral Dissertation: Biosystematics and Diversity of the Membracoidea
MATTHEW WILLIAM MCKEON, in Philosophy (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Scott K. Lehmann
Doctoral Dissertation: Logic, Semantics, and Possible Worlds
RICARDO JOSÉ MENÉNDEZ-GoNzALEz, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education (May 21,
1995)
Major Advisor: Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: The Identification of Creative and Talented Puerto Rican Primary Students
ROBERT MILANO, in Mechanical Engineering: Fluid Dynamics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: John C. Bennett
Doctoral Dissertation: Fluid Mechanics of Swirling Flow within Annular Regions
CHRISTOPHER LORING MIRLEY, in Polymer Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Jeffrey T. Koberstein
Doctoral Dissertation: The Tribology of Functionally-Terminated Oligomer Films
YOICHI MIYAMOTO, in Linguistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Mamoru Saito
Doctoral Dissertation: Secondary Predicates and Tense
MARYJANE MONGILLO-WILLIAMS, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Donald L. Thompson
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Self-Perceptions of Professionalism of Graduates of Diploma,
Associate Degree and Articulated BSN/RN Programs
ALFONSO DAVID MUNERA, in History: Latin American (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Hugh Hamill, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: The Failure of Constructing the Colombian Nation: The Andean-Carribean
Conflict, 1780-1821
PERMINUS MUNGAI MUNGARA, in Chemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Kenneth E. Gonsalves
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis of Biodegradable Polyamides Containing Amino Acid Linkages
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EDWARD G. MYSKOWSKI, in Business Administration: Finance (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Joseph A. Fields
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Lloyd's Earnings Announcement
ALAA-ELDIN F. NASSAR, in Chemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: James Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Ordered Myoglobin-Surfactant Films for Catalytic Reduction of Aliphatic
Halides
EDWARD JOHN NETH, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis, Characterization, Modeling, and Catalysis of Titania, Alumina,
Zeolite, and Manganese Oxide Materials
EVELYN O'CONNOR, in History: Modern European (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Hugh Hamill
Doctoral Dissertation: Spanish Censorship (1938-1981): Reform in an Authoritarian State
BEATRICE NDUBUOKWU OKWU, in Educational Studies: Social Foundations of Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Timothy G. Reagan
Doctoral Dissertation: Igbo Traditional Educational Thought and Practice: Processes and Products in
Philosophic Perspective
BONNIE LEE BECKER OLIVER, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Ramadan I. Sha'afi
Doctoral Dissertation: Transforming Growth Factor—Alpha Activates the MAPK System in Intestinal
Epithelial Cells
STUART NELS OMDAL, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: Perceptions of Giftedness and Talent in Economically Disadvantaged African-
American Male Elementary Students
JAVIER ORMAZABAL, in Linguistics
Major Advisor: Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: The Syntax of Complementation: On the Connection between Syntactic
Structure and Selection
JULIA L. ORZA, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Psychology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Michael Wilbur
Doctoral Dissertation: Understanding the Power of Empathy: A Qualitative Study
RICHARD JAUNUTIS PACKAUSKAS, in Entomology: Systematics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Carl W. Schaefer
Doctoral Dissertation: A Revision of the Tribes Acanthocephalini, Anisoscelini, and Leptoscelini
(Heteroptera: Coreidae: Coreinae)
JEFFREY SHYH-CHANG PAI, in Statistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Nalini Ravishanker
Doctoral Dissertation: Bayesian Analysis of Arima Processes
GUOLiN PAN, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Yaakov Bar-Shalom
Doctoral Dissertation: Stabilization of Jump Linear Systems without Mode Obse rvations
FAROKH PARCHEKANI, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Major Advisor: Bahram Javidi
Doctoral Dissertation: Signal Detection by Binary Encoding of Gray Scale Nonlinear Joint Transform
Correlators
MYUNG-KWAN PARK, in Linguistics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: A Morpho-Syntactic Study of Korean Verbal Inflection
WILLIAM FREDERICK PAULEY, in Professional Higher Education Administration (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: William F. Brazziel
Doctoral Dissertation: Doctorate Recipients with Baccalaureate Origins as Non-Traditional Students
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MARTIN Louts PICCIRILLO, in Curriculum and Instruction (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Alexinia Y. Baldwin
Doctoral Dissertation: Self-Concepts, Causal Attributions, Self-Efficacy Expectations, and
Demographic Factors as Determinants of General Educational Development Test Performance
MASSIMO PIGLIUCCI, in Botany (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Carl D. Schlichting
Doctoral Dissertation: Developmental and Adult Phenotypic Plasticity in Plants: Environmentally
Induced Changes in Character Correlations and Effects on Fitness
VIRGINIA POWERS-LAGAC, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: William W. Jellema
Doctoral Dissertation: Faculty Perceptions of Sexual Harrasment
ERIC RUBIA PUNZALAN, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: William F. Bailey
Doctoral Dissertation: The Lithium-Iodine Exchange Reaction and the Cyclization of
5-Hexenyllithiums
ERIC EDWARD PURCHASE, in Comparative Literature (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ross Miller
Doctoral Dissertation: The Willey Slide: The Problem of Landscape in 19th-Century Narrative
LISA SNIEDZE PURVIS, in Computer Science and Engineering (May 21, 1995)
Co-Major Advisors: Robert McCartney and Pearl Pu
Doctoral Dissertation: Intelligent Design Problem Solving Using Case Based and Constraint Based
Techniques
PAEAN QI, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Donald L. Kreutzer
Doctoral Dissertation: Fibrin Induction of IL-8 Expression in Vascular Endothelial Cells
SHYAMALA RAMAN, in Economics
Major Advisor: Arthur W. Wright
Doctoral Dissertation: Construction Exports from Semi-Industrialized Countries: The Case of India
HAJA-NIRINA RAZAFINJATOVO, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: Karlheinz Grochenig
Doctoral Dissertation: Irregular Sampling with Derivatives
JosEPH DANIEL REILLY, in Anthropology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Bernard Magubane
Doctoral Dissertation: Teaching the "Native" — Towards an Anthropology of South African
Education: A Study of the History that Were the Foundation of "Native Education Policy in
South Africa, 1900-1936
BARBARA A. RIBBENS, in Business Administration: Management (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Gary N. Powell
Doctoral Dissertation: Career Decision Processes of Dual-Career Couples: Testing a Model of
Relocation Decision-Making via a Survey and Verbal Protocol Analysis
ERIC RIBBENS, in Ecology
Major Advisor: John A. Silander, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Predicting Tree Seedling Distributions: The Role of Recruitment in Forest
Community Dynamics
DOROTHY ANN RICCI, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Thomas B. Goodkind
Doctoral Dissertation: Effect of Vocabulary Journal Writing on Foreign Language Comprehension and
Vocabulary Acquisition
KAREN JOAN RIEM, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Kay A. Norlander
Doctoral Dissertation: Supervision and Student Teaching within the Context of School Reform:
Perspectives, Perceptions, and Role Expectations
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CHARLES HARRY ROCHE, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Michael Accorsi
Doctoral Dissertation: A New Finite Element to Model Flexural Stiffness Changes in Beams Due to
Delaminations
STEVEN GARY ROGELBERG, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Employee Service Disposition, Organizational/Job
Characteristics, and Employee Perceptions of the Customer on Service Oriented Behavior
JOAQUIN ROMERO GALLEGO, in Linguistics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Ignatius G. Mattingly
Doctoral Dissertation: Gestural Organization in Spanish: An Experimental Analysis of Spirantization
and Aspiration
CYNTHIA ROSENGARD, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Jack M. Chinsky
Doctoral Dissertation: Safer-Sex Behavior Change in College Students: A Theory-Driven Strategy for
Designing Aids-Risk Reduction Interventions
CAROLYN PE ROSIENE, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Reda A. Ammar
Doctoral Dissertation: Object-Oriented Design Techniques for Extensible and Evolvable Software
Performance Modeling
JOEL ALEXANDER ROSIENE, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Ian R. Greenshields
Doctoral Dissertation: Affine Transformations and Image Representation
CHERYL LYNNE Ross, in Psychology: Industrial and Organizational (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Rater Job Theories and Chronic Traits on Observation and
Attention in Performance Appraisal
JUDITH ANN ROY DOBECK, in Sport, Leisure, and Exercise Science (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Gladys E. Garrett
Doctoral Dissertation: Rhythmic Movement Training for Nursing Home Residents: Implications for
Improving Quality of Movement
DAMIAN RICHARD RuBINO, in Spanish (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: David K. Herzberger
Doctoral Dissertation: History, Fiction, and Metafiction in Benito Perez Galdos' Novelas de Torquemada
LINDA R. RUDOLPH, in Economics
Major Advisor: Thomas Miceli
Doctoral Dissertation: An Economic Analysis of the Reduction and Recycling of Household Waste
DANIEL GEORGE RUSSO, in History: Medieval European (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Fred A. Cazel, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Shaping an Urban Landscape: Town Development in Early England, c. 400-950 A.D.
MARY ANN THERESE SAGNELLA, in Italian (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Franco Masciandaro
Doctoral Dissertation: The Sensual and The Sublime in Angela Da Foligno's Liber
GUY SAPIRSTEIN, in Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: Irving Kirsch
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Placebos in the Treatment of Depression: A Meta-Analysis
MICHAEL JOHN SCANLON, in French (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Lucy McNeece
Doctoral Dissertation: Claude Simon's Post-Modern Esthetic: An Hassanian Approach to the Novels of
His Middle Period
MICHAEL A. SCHIAVULLI, in Curriculum and Instruction (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Thomas P. Weinland
Doctoral Dissertation: Kindergarten Instruction: Developmental Schemata
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MAUREEN MCLAUGHLIN SCOTT, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education
Major Advisor: Cheryl Spaulding
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling Peer Response: A Study of the Effects of Modeling Questioning and
Oral, Exploratory Language on Student Revisions of Essays
GAIL K. SERGENIAN, in Business Administration: Accounting (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Jean C. Bedard
Doctoral Dissertation: Cognitive Flexibility in Judgments by Accountants: Factors Influencing Its
Development and Desirability
RONIT SHEMTOV, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Kenneth J. Neubeck
Doctoral Dissertation: Goal Expansion among Social Movement Organizations: The Case of
Community-Environmental Groups
HUIYING SHEN, in Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Nikolaos P. Nikolaidis
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling of Multi-Component Transport in Groundwater and Its Application
to Chromium System
Lu SHEN, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Interface Coatings for Fiber Reinforced Ceramic Matrix Composites
DELBERT LEE SIEGLE, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Teacher Training in Student Self-Efficacy on Student Mathematics
Self-Efficacy and Student Mathematics Achievement
•
MIKYONG SIM, in Psychology: Ecological Psychology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert E. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Informational and Mechanical Coupling Dynamics in Bat-Ball Coordination
MARK WILLIAM SIMON, in Chemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis, Modification, Characterization, and Catalytic Isomerization Studies
of NaX, B/A1-ZSM-21, and ZSM-22 Zeolites
MARIA CRISTINA IRENE PEÑA SIMON, in Statistics
Major Advisor: Joseph Glaz
Doctoral Dissertation: Parametric Bootstrap Inference for Multinomial Proportions
MEI-LING SIU-CALDERA, in Nutritional Science (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Lindsay H. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: Response of Vitamin D Metabolism to Calcium Deficiency in Humans
JEAN -YVES VINCENT SOLINGA, in French (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Roger Celestin
Doctoral Dissertation: Evolution and Stasis: Representation(s) of the Maghreb in the Works of Loti,
Gide, Camus, and Le Clezio (Evolution et constantes: représentation(s) du site maghrébin
chez Loti, Gide, Camus et Le Clézio)
GUOSHu SONG, in Mechanical Engineering: Design (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Zbigniew M. Bzymek
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Grinding Wheel Structure Improvement to Suppress Chatter
STEPHEN BERNARD SPEAR, in Adult and Vocational Education
Major Advisor: Patrick B. Mullarney -
Doctoral Dissertation: Midlife Value Change as a Factor in Career Transitions: A Study of Male
Midlife Theology Students
MARK J. STACHOWSKI, in Polymer Science
Major Advisor: Anthony T. DiBenedetto
Doctoral Dissertation: Compatibilization of Aromatic Liquid Crystal Polymers and Their Blends with
Thermoplastics
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DAGMAR STERNAD, in Psychology: General Experimental
Major Advisor: Michael T. Turvey
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamics of 1:2 Coordination in Human Interlimb Rhythmic Movement
STEPHEN MATHER STREETER, in History: United States (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Thomas G. Paterson
Doctoral Dissertation: Managing the Counterrevolution: The United States and Guatemala, 1954-1961
MARK EWING SULL IVAN, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Mark R. Shibles
Doctoral Dissertation: Last Best Offer Interest Arbitration in Connecticut: The Administrator's
Experience
PATRICK SEAN SULL IVAN, in Psychology: Social (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: David A. Kenny
Doctoral Dissertation: Interpersonal Perception in Dyadic and Group Settings: A Social Relations
Analysis
XIANG-DONG SUN, in Chemistry (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Chong Sook P. Sung
Doctoral Dissertation: Luminescence Sensors for Water Uptake in Epoxy Networks and Cure
Monitoring in Polyurethane
SALLY ANNE SWANSON, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Stephen Greenspan
Doctoral Dissertation: The Limitations of Meta-Analysis for Synthesizing Findings from Studies
Investigating Low-Level Lead Exposure and Attention and Activity Levels in Children
DAIKO TAKAHASHI, in Linguistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: Minimality of Movement
JARTGHAWAN TANGLERTPAIVUL, in Pharmaceutical Science. Pharmaceutics
Major Advisor: Devendra Kalonia
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigation of Synthetic Peptides for Use in Protein Drug Delivery Devices
PAUL EDWARD TEED, in History: United States (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Robert Kent Newmyer
Doctoral Dissertation: "A Very Excellent Fanatic, a Very Good Infidel and a First-Rate Traitor":
Theodore Parker and the Search for Perfection in Antebellum America
DAVID TIBERIO, in Sport, Leisure, and Exercise Science
Major Advisor: Gladys E. Garrett
Doctoral Dissertation: Coordination of Lower Leg Movement: An Electromyographic Analysis of the
Influence of Muscle Length and Inertial Mass of 1:1 Frequency Locking
SURINDER TIKOO, in Business Administration: Marketing (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Murphy A. Sewall
Doctoral Dissertation: A Conceptual and Empirical Comparison of Inception and Established Channel
Relationships in Franchise Systems
KENNEN SCOTT TILLMAN, in Geology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor Timothy B. Byrne
Doctoral Dissertation: Strain Histories from Pressure Shadows: Application to the Taiwan ARC-
Continent Collision
MICHAEL THOMAS TIMURA, in Professional Higher Education Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: William F. Brazziel
Doctoral Dissertation: Perceptions of Corporate Human Resources Administrators Regarding
Excellence in Distance Education Programs
Seventy-Five
LEAH M. TOLOSA, in Chemistry (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Challa V. Kumar
Doctoral Dissertation: Design of Site-Selective Fluorescent Probes for Proteins
ROBERT NICHOLAS TOMASTIK, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems (May 21,
1995)
Major Advisor: Peter B. Luh
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimization of Nondifferentiable Functions and Applications to Scheduling of
Manufacturing Systems
TARIK TosUN, in Curriculum and Instruction (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert A. Lonning
Doctoral Dissertation: Preservice Elementary Teachers' Self-Efficacy: A Single Group Study of the
Effects of an Integrated Methods Course
DIANE DEMAIO TWACHTMAN, in Special Education (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Stephen Greenspan
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of the Facilitator in Facilitated Communication: A Qualitative Study
DAYLE ANN UPHAM, in Special Education (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Stanley F. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Case Studies: Psychosocial Issues of Students with Learning Disabilities in Four
Year Colleges
MARIA R. URIA-NICKELSEN, in Microbiology (August 31, 1994)
Co-Major Advisors: Walter Godchaux and Edward R. Leadbetter
Doctoral Dissertation: Sulfonate Metabolism by Bacteria of the Family Enterobacteriaceae
MARÍA URIBE-ECHEVARRIA, in Linguistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: Interface Licensing Conditions on Negative Polarity Items: a Theory of Polarity'
and Tense Interactions
VALERIE DEE URSIN, in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Robert A. Lonning
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of the 4Mat System of Instruction on Achievement, Products, and
Attitudes toward Science of Ninth-Grade Students
LORI ANN VANMETER, in Psychology: Clinical (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Fein
Doctoral Dissertation: Attachment and Social Relatedness in Autism
JOsEPH VETH, in Adult and Vocational Education (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Barry A. Goff
Doctoral Dissertation: Cooperative Learning, Job Search Behaviors, and Employment Outcomes of
Unemployed White Collar Workers
JON RODERICK VILASUSO, in Economics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Steven R. Cunningham
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Cash Flows of Nonfinancial Firms on Investment, on the Bank
Loan Market, and on Monetary Policy Effectiveness
JOANNE HELEN WALKER, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Stanley F. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Perceptions of Transition Team Members Regarding the Involvement of
Students with Specific Learning Disabilities in Transition Planning
GERDA WALZ-MICHAELS, in Educational Studies: History and Philosophy of Education
Major Advisor: Frank A. Stone
Doctoral Dissertation: The New Science Movement and Its Implications for Educational Thought and
Practice
CHUNYING WANG, in Mathematics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Paull McKenna
Doctoral Dissertation: Numerical and Theoretical Result for the Real Monge-Ampere Equation
Seventy-Six
QI EMILY WANG, in Linguistics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Ignatius G. Mattingly
Doctoral Dissertation: Are Syllables the Units of Speech Motor Organization?—A Kinematic Analysis
of Labial and Velar Gestures in Cantonese
XuN WANG, in Sociology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Douglas Heckathorn
Doctoral Dissertation: Institutional Environment, Management System, and Organizational
Effectiveness: A Study of Industrial Enterprises in China
Yu-HoAI WANG, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Frank Bohlen
Doctoral Dissertation: Entrainment of Estuarine Cohesive Sediments: Analysis of In-Situ
Measurements and Numerical Modeling
ZHI YUN (JEAN) WANG, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robin H. Bogner
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Critical Evaluation of Solvent-Free Photocured Coatings for
Pharmaceutical Application
HEIDI HELM WASCH, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Irving Kirsch
Doctoral Dissertation: Negative Mood Regulation Expectancy and the Prediction of Changes in Mood
and Health
NICHOLAS STURGES WATERS, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Victor H. Denenberg
Doctoral Disertation: Studies of Lateral Paw Preference in the Mouse
LAURA HELENE WEISS, in Psychology: Clinical (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: J. Conrad Schwarz
Doctoral Dissertation: From a Cognitive-Behavioral Perspective: An Examination of Pain-Relevant
Marital Communication in Chronic Pain Patients
THERESA MAUREEN WERICK, in Biobehavioral Science: Behavioral Genetics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Benson E. Ginsburg
Doctoral Dissertation: DRD4 Dopamine Receptor Variants and Treatment Response in Schizophrenia
JERMAINE D. WHITMAN-SMITHE, in Adult and Vocational Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Sheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluating Quality Hospital Service: The Relationship of Expectations and
Social Support to Patients' Perceptions
DIANA RUTH WHITTON, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: Regular Classroom Practices with Gifted Students in Grades Three and Four in
New South Wales, Australia
JEANNETTE WHITTON, in Botany: Plant Systematics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert K. Jansen
Doctoral Dissertation: Systematic and Evolutionary Investigation of the North American Crepis Agamic
Complex
LINDA TEFFT CASPER WOLTERS, in Educational Administration (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Edward F. Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of What Successful Connecticut Suburban Middle School Principals Do
to Enhance Teaching and Learning in Schools
GEORGE FRED WOODWORTH, in Special Education (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Sally M. Reis
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the Concept "Anti-intellectualism": Implications for the
Education of Gifted and Talented Students
CATHERINE E. WRIGHT, in Adult and Vocational Education (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Alfred J. Mannebach
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Health Beliefs and Social Support on the Compliance of HIV
Positive Individuals
Seventy-Seven
YouMING XIAO, in Chemistry (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Ceramic Composites and Coatings by Sol-Gel
and Chemical Vapor Infiltration Processes
WEN-QING Xu, in Chemistry (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Steven Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: n-Butene Skeletal Isomerization to Isobutylene on Shape-Selective Zeolites:
Ferrierite, ZSM-23, (B)-ZSM-5, and (B)-ZSM-11
YuJIA Xu, in Biophysics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: David A. Yphantis
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of Macromolecular Heterogeneity by Equilibrium
Sedimentation
ALLEN RICE YALE, JR., in History: United States (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Richard D. Brown
Doctoral Dissertation: Ingenious and Enterprising Mechanics: A Case Study of Industrialization in
Rural Vermont, 1815-1900
QI YANG, in Biomedical Science: Pharmacology (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Paul M. Epstein
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Cloning, Analysis and Biological Regulation of Cyclic GMP
Stimulated Phosphodiesterase
SHARON ROSE YANG, in English (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Thomas Recchio
Doctoral Dissertation: The Angel with Clipped Wings: The Female Teacher of Pastoral Values in
Nineteenth-Century Fiction
TAE YOUNG YANG, in Statistics (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Lynn Kuo
Doctoral Dissertation: Computational Approaches to Bayesian Inference for Software Reliability
BYUNG-HWA Yoo, in Educational Studies: Social Foundations of Education (August 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Timothy G. Reagan
Doctoral Dissertation: Teacher as Scholar or Shaman? An Analysis of Metaphors in Korean
Educational Journals, 1948-1990
KYUNG AE YOON, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Diane J. Burgess
Doctoral Dissertation: Model Drug Transport in Triphasic Emulsion Systems
ZHIKANG You, in Agricultural Economics (May 21, 1995)
Major Advisor: Rigoberto A. Lopez
Doctoral Dissertation: Political Economy of Government Intervention in U.S. Agriculture
HOWARD STUART YOUNG, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (December 31,
1994)
Major Advisor: Leo G. Herbette
Doctoral Dissertation: Low Angle X-Ray Diffraction Studies of Nicotinic Acetylcholine Receptor
Membranes from Torpedo Californica
JAE-WOONG YU, in Polymer Science (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Chong Sook P. Sung
Doctoral Dissertation: UV Reflection and Luminescence for Characterization of Cure in Epoxies,
Polyimides and Composites
ALEXANDER I. YUZEFOVSKY, in Chemistry (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert Michel
Doctoral Dissertation: Optical Arrangements for the Detection System in Electrothermal Atomizer
Laser Excited Atomic Fluorescence Spectrometry and Calibration Curves in Zeeman Atomic
Absorption Spectrometry
GUANSHEN ZHANG, in Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Bahram Javidi
Doctoral Dissertation: Phase Encoded Optical Joint Transform Correlates
Seventy Eight
JINGHUI ZHANG, in Genetics (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Claire M. Berg
Doctoral Dissertation: Developing an Interactive Graphic Environment to Browse and Edit Integrated
Genome Data
WANLI ZHANG, in Educational Psychology: Evaluation and Measurement
Major Advisor: Francis X. Archambault, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Influences of Internal and External Frames of Reference on the Formation of
Math and Verbal Self-Concepts for Gifted and Non-Gifted Tenth Grade Students
SHANJUN ZHEN, in Physiology: Endocrinology (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Robert V. Gallo
Doctoral Dissertation: Central Sites of Action and Neurotransmitter Involvement in Kappa-Opioid
Receptor Mediated Suppression of LH Release during Pregnancy in the Rat
SHIPING STEVEN ZHoU, in Mechanical Engineering (December 31, 1994)
Major Advisor: Joseph R. Gartner
Doctoral Dissertation: A Dynamic Study of the Plunge Centerless Grinding Process and Its Effect on
Workpiece Out-of-Roundness
Seventy-Nine
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Each year, the President of the United States, through the Secretary of
Defense, grants commissions to Connecticut students in the Regular Service
and in the Reserve Components.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS
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Central Connecticut State University
National Guard, Military Police
SEAN A. FEDELI
Yale University
























Active Duty, Field Artillery
Eighty	 *Distinguished Military Graduate
RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF
HAROLD J. ABRAMSON, Professor, Sociology
September 16, 1966 to September 30, 1994
LEON E. BAILEY, Professor of Dramatic Arts and
Associate Provost
September 10, 1971 to May 31, 1995
VIRGINIA O. BIRDSALL, Professor, English
September 16, 1967 to May 31, 1995
RAYMOND P. BOOKER, JR , Associate Director,
Department of Student Activities/Union
Programs
October 16, 1967 to May 31, 1994
SHIRLEY M. CERRIGIONE, Data Set Production
Specialist, Institute for Social Inquiry
June 1, 1976 to May 31, 1994
BERTRAND L. CHAMBERLAND, Professor, Chemistry
September 16, 1969 to May 31, 1994
ARTHUR CHOVNICK, Professor, Molecular and Cell
Biology
September 16, 1953 to March 15, 1959
September 16, 1962 to May 31, 1994
SYDNEY CROOG, Professor, Behavioral Sciences
and Community Health
May 28, 1971 to May 31, 1994
IRVING P. CUMMINGS, Professor, English
September 16, 1959 to December 31, 1994
RICHARD A. DICAPUA, Professor, Pharmacy
September 16, 1966 to December 31, 1994
ROBERT S. DOMBROSKI, Professor, Modern and
Classical Languages
September 10, 1971 to December 31, 1994
JAMES C. FARIS, Professor, Anthropology
September 16, 1969 to May 31, 1995
E. MARVIN HENKEN, Professor, Radiology
April 1, 1968 to May 31, 1994
WARREN J. HIGGINS, Professor, Accounting
September 16, 1967 to May 31, 1995
NORMA HUYCK, Professor, Allied Health
September 16, 1968 to September 15, 1969
September 1, 1976 to May 31, 1995
DAVID A. LEEMING, Professor, English
September 16, 1969 to May 31, 1995
HOMER C. LIESE, Associate Professor, Geology and
Geophysics
September 16, 1962 to March 31, 1995
JEAN LUCAS-LEONARD, Professor, Molecular and
Cell Biology
September 10, 1970 to May 31, 1995
JOAN E. MCMULLAN, Continuing Education
Counselor, Office of Credit Programs
June 25, 1967 to August 4, 1967
August 2, 1974 to June 5, 1975
August 15, 1975 to May 31, 1995
ROGER E. MEYER, Professor and Department
Head, Psychiatry
January 1, 1977 to August 31, 1993
DAVID NOCHIMSON, Professor,
Obstetrics/Gynecology
June 1, 1979 to December 31, 1993
TIM ANN PARKER, University Library Assistant III,
Homer Babbidge Library
June 4, 1973 to May 31, 1994
THEODORE A. PERRY, Professor, Modern and
Classical Languages
September 16, 1967 to March 31, 1995
FREDERICK E. STEIGERT, Associate Professor,
Physics
September 16, 1962 to July 31, 1994
FRANK A. STONE, Professor, Educational
Leadership
September 16, 1968 to September 15, 1969
September 10, 1970 to May 31, 1994
JOHN C. THOMPSON, Professor, Management
September 16, 1966 to May 31, 1995
RICHARD TOPAZIAN, Professor and Department
Head, Oral Surgery




























Peter L. Halvorson, University Marshal
UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY
Processional Marshals — Morning Ceremony
























































THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE














OF THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
	Suman Singha, MarshalCollege of Agriculture and Natural Resources 	 Kirklyn M. Kerr,
Dean
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture 	 Suman Singha, Director
School of Allied Health Professions 	 Joseph W. Smey, Dean
School of Business Administration 	 Thomas Gutteridge, Dean
School of Dental Medicine 	 James E. Kennedy, Dean
School of Education 	 Charles W. Case, Dean
School of Engineering 	 Harold Brody, Dean
Division of Extended & Continuing Education 	 Dolores Hentschel,
Dean
School of Family Studies 	 Stephen A. Anderson, Dean
School of Fine Arts 	 Robert H. Gray, Dean
Graduate School 	 Thomas G. Giolas, Dean
School of Law 	 Hugh C. Macgill, Dean
College of Liberal Arts & Sciences 	 Antonio H. Romano, Dean
	Robert Leonard, Marshal
	Cynthia H. Adams, Marshal
	Janice E. Clark, Marshal
	Edward A. Thibodeau,
Marshal
	Steven J. Smith, Marshal
	G. Michael Howard, Marshal
	W. Matthew McLoughlin,
Marshal
	Audrey L. Jarrelle, Marshal
	Donald A. Pyle, Marshal
	James G. Henkel, Marshal
	James Stark, Marshal
	Jane L. Knox, Marshal
Timothy J. Killeen, Marshal
Paul B. Goodwin, Jr., Marshal
Anthony E. Voytovich, Marshal
Robin Froman, Marshal
Henry A. Palmer, Marshal
James G. Henkel, Marshal
School of Medicine 	 Ward E. Bullock, Dean 	
School of Nursing 	 Jane H. Murdock, Dean 	
School of Pharmacy 	 Michael Gerald, Dean 	










































School of Law — Hartford
Amanda Sayers
Mark G. Thompson

















Anthony E. Voytovich, Chair
Eighty-Three
